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Our heritage

1819
Collins founded in Glasgow by William Collins.

1821
Cartographers John Bartholomew & Son founded in Edinburgh.


1824
First illustrated dictionaries published.

1862
Collins buys out the Scottish School Book Association; there are now 900 schoolbooks in the catalogue.

William Collins appointed publisher to the Scottish School Book Association; followed by an invitation to be publisher for Irish National Schools.

18405
First Donnegan’s Greek and English lesson (dictionary) published.

1865
Collins publishes 55 atlases and 100 wall maps for the mass market.

1875
Collins buys out the Scottish School Book Association; there are now 900 schoolbooks in the catalogue.

New Naturalist Nature Guides launches with Butterflies by Dr E B Ford and Loxton’s Natural History by R S R Fitter.

1902
Quer Quirins—Lessons on various conditions of plant, animal and insect life—published.

1914
First Collins European Atlases published.

1945
First Collins Revision book is published: Practice in the Basic Skills.

1965
Collins publishes the first comprehensive bilingual dictionary.

1970
First Collins Road Atlas published, based on the Mobil Road Map Series, first published in 1961.

1971
Collins creates COBUILD database with the Univ. of Birmingham; the first database containing evidence of how English is used for learners of English.

1987
Collins acquires Letts & Lonsdale, and Folens Primary.

1989
Collins launches www.collinsdictionary.com; the largest authoritative online dictionary to consider word submissions from the public.

2010
Collins launches Collins Dictionary free online at CollinsDictionary.com

2012
Atlas by Collins app launched.

2014
Collins makes the COBUILD Advanced Learner’s Dictionary free online at CollinsDictionary.com
Dear Friends,

Hello, and welcome to the new 2014 catalogue from Collins.

I’m delighted to introduce this catalogue, which combines all Collins Reference, Language Learning and Home Learning products.

With subjects ranging from astronomy to cycling, French courses for adults to handwriting practice for children, and our bestselling core dictionary and atlas ranges, you can trust Collins products to be packed with inspiration, innovation and practical expertise.

Our aim is to place the user at the centre of a world of possibility and give them exactly what they need to explore it.

What’s more, 2014 brings you lots of exciting new publications from Collins, including new editions of the flagship Collins English Dictionary and The Times Comprehensive Atlas of the World. We have the new Letts Monster Skills Practice series, the expansion of our puzzles list, and more ground-breaking reference publishing spanning a wealth of subjects in partnership with the likes of the National Maritime Museum and the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

Keep up to date with us through our Twitter and Facebook pages (details on the left), which include range developments, commentary, and book giveaways.

Thank you for your continued custom, with my very best wishes for the rest of 2014.

Colin Hughes, Managing Director, Collins

For more information, go to www.collins.co.uk or www.timesatlas.com
The home of living English
The largest single volume dictionary in print celebrates the extraordinary breadth and changing nature of world English, containing 80,000 new look-up words, and 100,000 new meanings. The dictionary is drawn from the Collins Corpus, the largest corpus in the world with more than 4.5 billion words, making this dictionary a democratic snapshot of real English as it is spoken today around the world.

Word lovers, word gamers, word geeks. At work, at home and at school
People of all types will be drawn in by evolving definitions, as well as new, rare and quirky words. The Collins English Dictionary also now uniquely includes words previously only found in the official Scrabble™ word list. Award-winning author Mark Forsyth shares his insights on the latest fields and shifts in meaning that the dictionary reflects, too.

New words, new meanings, new uses
Always at the cutting edge of language change, Collins offers you the very best of new and emerging words. Word enthusiast Lucy Mangan shares her passion and pique as she delves into these murky waters, taking you on a journey into the peculiarities of the new words creation process.

Available in a format to suit you
The 12th edition of the Collins English Dictionary is beautifully designed and printed, and despite the increase in words it is now lighter and easier to hold. Designed for day-to-day use, with a clear layout and virtual thumb tabs, it is available in formats to suit every user – in print, as a Kindle e-book and an app for Apple and Android platforms.

- English, as it is used today. Created from the 4.5 billion word Collins Corpus and the most open, inclusive, active and transparent language monitoring process on www.collinsdictionary.com
- The most comprehensive single-volume dictionary in print
- Beautifully designed, this is the ultimate gift for all word lovers
- Introduction by best-selling author Mark Forsyth, with commentary from award-winning journalist and self-confessed ‘word-nerd’ Lucy Mangan
- Features new words from the general public via www.collinsdictionary.com for the first time

Twelfth Edition
ISBN: 9780007522743 • Price: £45.00
Pages: 1920 • Format: 260 x 190 mm, HB
Pub date: 09/10/2014

Eleventh Edition
ISBN: 9780007437863 • Price: £40.00
Pages: 1920 • Format: 260 x 190 mm, HB
Pub date: 06/10/2011

“The Collins English Dictionary is a book to be treasured, no home should be without one.” The Times
A benchmark of cartographic excellence
Curated by leading experts in geography and cartography, The Times Comprehensive Atlas of the World can be relied upon for authoritative and accurate maps that exude quality and style. Building on a reputation spanning 200 years, the Times Atlas is trusted by international governments and corporations around the world, including the UN and the European Commission. It is the ultimate gift for key life events such as weddings, retirements and landmark birthdays.

The bigger picture
The Times Comprehensive Atlas of the World, 14th edition allows you to explore the world like nothing else can. It is not only the flagship in the Times Atlas range, but also provides a unique perspective on the world around us. In our increasingly digital world, this atlas enables people to browse the world, and helps to put the world in context.

Up to date
This edition includes updated illustrated sections on climate change, economy and energy, and a new section on the power of maps. With other new features including a double page map of the Arctic Ocean, new maps of sub-ice features in the Arctic Ocean and the Antarctic, and physical maps of all the continents, this atlas is guaranteed to delight all map enthusiasts.

Major updates include:

- 5,000 place name changes, most notably in Japan, Brazil, South Korea, Taiwan and Spain
- Illustrated sections on climate change, economy and energy, and a new section on the power of maps
- Updated national parks and conserved areas including the Kavango Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area (KAZA TFCA), the largest conservation zone in the world
- Addition of Bruxelles as an alternative local name form for Brussels, as the city is officially bilingual
- New administrative structures in Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Madagascar and the addition of the new Indian state of Telangana
- The addition of over 50 major waterfalls around the world

“If you want to see the world, buy the Times Comprehensive Atlas – a gold-mine of information and for a traveller, irresistible temptation.”
Michael Palin
History of the World in Maps: The rise and fall of Empires, Countries and Cities

Presented in an elegant slipcase, this beautiful book presents the creative genius of cartographers, over millenia, from all around the world. Includes fascinating commentary by cartographic experts.

- Over 60 maps give a visual representation of the history of the world
- From the cartographic experts behind The Times Atlas range

ISBN: 9780007589244 • Price: £30.00
Pages: 256 • Format: 265 x 264 mm, HB
Pub date: 09/10/2014

Finding Longitude: How clocks and stars helped solve the longitude problem
Richard Dunn and Rebekah Higgitt

In the 18th century, the problem of determining a ship's longitude (east–west position) at sea captured the imaginations and talents of the very best minds from Britain and around the world. This beautifully illustrated book is a detailed account of how the longitude problem was solved.

- Official publication of the National Maritime Museum’s exhibition “Ships, Clocks and Stars: The Quest for Longitude”
- Published to mark the tercentenary of the first British Longitude Act

ISBN: 9780007529867 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 256 • Format: 265 x 221 mm, HB
Pub date: 19/06/2014

Mapping the First World War
Peter Chasseaud

Follow the conflicts of the First World War from 1914 to 1918 through a unique collection of detailed historical maps, with expert commentary and compelling photographs.

- Over 100 large and small-scale maps demonstrate how The Great War was fought on many fronts
- Maps from newspapers, battle planning and propaganda
- Published in association with Imperial War Museums

ISBN: 9780007521200 • Price: £30.00
Pages: 304 • Format: 265 x 213 mm, HB
Pub date: 07/11/2013

Britain from Above

Aerial photography has been practised for as long as man has been airborne. Stunning then-and-now photographs allow the reader to explore how Britain has changed over time. Maps showing the location of photographs also allow the context and meaning of these images, and Britain’s heritage, to be showcased at their best.

- A beautiful volume of striking colour images from over 150 years, with accompanying explanatory text
- Each chapter details a region of Britain, highlighting key social, cultural and technological changes over the years

ISBN: 9780007529826 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 204 • Format: 265 x 213 mm, HB
Pub date: 11/09/2014

Discover the incredible stories that maps can tell us about key moments in the history of the world.
Railways Publications from The Times and Collins

**Great Railway Journeys of the World**
Julian Holland

Discover the fascinating histories and routes of 50 of the world’s most scenic railways. Railways enthusiast and expert, Julian Holland, takes you on a journey around the world by train.

- Explore the world, from the Trans-Australian Railway to Le Petit Train Jaune in the Pyrenees
- Detailed text by the bestselling railways author

ISBN: 9780007539350 • Price: £30.00
Pages: 304 • Format: 276 x 213 mm, HB
Pub date: 09/10/2014

**Railway Day Trips: 150 classic train journeys from around Britain**
Julian Holland

The perfect companion for planning adventures through Britain’s amazing changing landscapes. The author reveals appealing quirks of the various routes and provides practical tips on how to make the most of your journey. With colourful mapping, extensive photography and engaging text, this is an essential guide to exploring Britain by train.

Pages: 192 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/03/2014

**Exploring Britain’s Lost Railways**
Julian Holland

Inspired by the 50th anniversary of the Beeching report, which saw thousands of miles of railway closed across Britain. An essential armchair companion for every railway enthusiast and outdoor adventurer.

- Over 200 fascinating photographs, past and present
- Descriptions of the history of each line, and how they can be explored today

ISBN: 9780007435999 • Price: £30.00
Pages: 304 • Format: 276 x 213, HB
Pub date: 29/9/2011

**Mapping the Railways**
Julian Holland & David Spaven

Follow the development, decline and later revival of Britain’s railways through a unique collection of old and new maps, descriptions and photographs. The story is traced from early ‘wagonways’, through the steam era to today’s diesel and electric railways.

- Fully restored facsimile printing of the 1839 map
- Shows in great detail the settlements, roads and railways of the time

Format: 875 x 1400 mm, Sheet map, rolled
Pub date: 16/02/2012

**Bradshaw’s Railway Map 1839**
George Bradshaw

Originally a folded map printed on cloth, this map has been cleaned and joined together to form an attractive flat wall map, measuring 34” x 55” (875 x 1400 mm).

ISBN: 9780007455999 • Price: £30.00
Pages: 304 • Format: 276 x 213, HB
Pub date: 09/10/2014

"If the author is Julian Holland, and the subject is railways, you know you’re going to be in for a treat."
Cotswold Life
Planisphere
Storm Dunlop & Wil Tirion

The perfect complement to Collins 2014 Guide to the Night Sky, allowing users to identify any visible star or planet from the Northern Hemisphere on any given date. Produced in association with the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, this durable glow-in-the-dark star chart comes in a protective plastic wallet containing further information on stargazing.

- Popular practical tool as used on BBC Stargazing LIVE
- Glow-in-the-dark stars and dates for easy use at night

Format: 300 x 300 mm
Pub date: 07/11/2013

2014 Guide to the Night Sky
Storm Dunlop & Wil Tirion

Collins 2014 Guide to the Night Sky helps novice astronomers navigate the sky at night by pointing out and explaining the stars, planets and constellations of the Northern Hemisphere. Includes easy-to-use star maps, so beginners will never feel lost looking up into the vastness of space.

- A guided tour of the night sky for beginners
- Easy-to-use star maps

Pages: 96 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, PB
Pub date: 07/11/2013

2015 Guide to the Night Sky
coming in Autumn 2014

Collins Galaxy: Explore the Universe, Planets and Stars

This guide to the solar system and the night sky is richly illustrated with comprehensive, up-to-date text and full-colour images. Zoom through the solar system and discover how to navigate the night sky using clear, detailed star maps.

- Published in association with the Royal Observatory, Greenwich
- A beginner’s guide to our amazing universe

ISBN: 9780007532261 • Price: £20.00
Pages: 176 • Format: 300 x 232 mm, HB
Pub date: 15/08/2013

Stars and Planets

Written at an introductory level appropriate for young students of space, this hardback gift edition of the popular Collins Galaxy is packed with fascinating facts and figures about the wonders of the Universe. Richly illustrated with full-colour images of the planets, their moons and recent space discoveries.

- Foreword by the Royal Observatory, Greenwich
- A colourful introduction to the exciting world of astronomy
- Stunning colour photographs

ISBN: 9780007532254 • Price: £20.00
Pages: 126 • Format: 300 x 232 mm, HB
Pub date: 15/08/2013

Astronomy Photographer of the Year: Collection 1 + 2

From giant storm systems in Jupiter’s atmosphere to the colourful wispy remnants of a supernova explosion, these collections bring together some of the best space imagery from the first 5 years of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich’s Astronomy Photographer of the Year competition.

- Each edition boasts over 100 stunning images of space from Planet Earth
- The official publication of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich

Format: 200 x 200 mm, PB • Pub date: 20/06/2013

ISBN: 9780007482801 • Price: £25.00 • Pages: 224
Format: 260 x 260 mm, HB
App ISBN: 978000747065 • Pub date: 25/10/2012

Collection 2:
ISBN: 9780007557999 • Price: £25.00 • Pages: 192
Format: 260 x 260 mm, HB • Pub date: 19/05/2013

Astronomy Photographer of the Year: Collection 3 coming in September 2014
**World Heritage and Natural History**

**The World’s Heritage**
*(Third Edition)*

The new edition of the bestselling guide to all 981 UNESCO World Heritage sites. Fully updated to include the latest sites added to the World Heritage List in June 2013.

- Published in association with UNESCO
- The first book to fully describe all the UNESCO World Heritage sites
- Stunning photographs from some of the world’s most extraordinary places

ISBN: 9780007546978 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 896 • Format: 210 x 160 mm, PB
Pub date: 27/02/2014

**Extreme Survivors: 60 of the World’s Most Extreme Survival Stories**

New edition of this popular book charting extreme human endurance. Descriptions of 60 of the most daring escapes, famous shipwrecks, and ultimate survival stories of all time. Includes how:

- Joe Simpson crawled to safety in the South American Andes
- Shackleton’s men survived the incredible journey by boat to South Georgia
- Naheeda Bi survived ten years in captivity after her notorious tribal kidnapping in Pakistan

Pages: 260 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 19/06/2014

**Extreme Survivors**

Foreword by Bear Grylls
60 of the World’s Most Extreme Survival Stories

Tales of 60 of the most daring escapes, famous shipwrecks, and ultimate survivals. The statistics, descriptions, archive photographs and illustrative maps will give the reader a full understanding of these great survival stories.

Pages: 264 • Format: 210 x 161 mm, PB
Pub date: 27/09/2012

**Memory of the World**

Memory of the World is a programme created by UNESCO in order to preserve and protect the world’s documentary heritage – the treasures of our collective history. The 245 entries include:

- Magna Carta, issued in 1215
- *The Wizard of Oz* (Victor Fleming 1939)
- The Battle of the Somme

ISBN: 9780007482795 • Price: £20.00
Pages: 608 • Format: 210 x 160 mm, PB
Pub date: 25/10/2012

Explore our range of great books about the history and future of our incredible world, both natural and cultural.
Sport and Recreation

Mapping Le Tour: Updated history and route map of every Tour de France race
Ellis Bacon

This updated paperback edition includes an extended section on the 2014 race and UK stages, as well as a map of each edition of the Tour de France, along with photographs, text on the history of the race, and lists of the stages, winners and key statistics.

- Foreword by Mark Cavendish MBE
- Includes details of 2014 UK Grand Départ

Pages: 312 • Format: 265 x 221 mm, PB
Pub date: 22/05/2014

ISBN: 978000750782 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 336 • Format: 265 x 221 mm, HB
Pub date: 23/05/2013

World’s Ultimate Cycling Races
Ellis Bacon

From Europe to Asia, via North America and Africa, choose your own adventure from among 300 of the world’s greatest bike rides and best cycling races. This book includes contributions from some of the world’s leading cyclists, including 2012 Tour of Britain Champion Jonathan Tiernan-Locke.

- 300 of the greatest cycling events to watch or ride
- Colourful photographs that capture the spirit of the events

Pages: 312 • Format: 265 x 220 mm, PB
Pub date: 27/09/2012

Collins Cycling Quiz Book

- 100 cracking quizzes on the fastest-growing sport in the UK
- Covers the Tour de France, the Olympics, road racing, time trials, mountain biking, plus great figures and feats of the sport, past and present
- A must-have book for cycling lovers of all ages

Pages: 224 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 12/09/2013

Britain’s Highest Mountain Walks
Jeremy Ashcroft

Mountaineer and writer Jeremy Ashcroft describes 170 of the best walking and scrambling routes in Britain.

- Includes every mountain in England and Wales over 3,000 feet and every Scottish mountain over 4,000 feet
- Detailed description of each ascent and descent
- Hand-drawn illustrations highlight points of interest and changes to the terrain

ISBN: 9780007548126 • Price: £20.00
Pages: 216 • Format: 240 x 189 mm, HB
Pub date: 12/09/2013

“Mapping Le Tour is chock-full of stories and beautiful pictures of the last century of this great race.”

BBC Radio 5 Live
Career Development

This new six-book series offers a fun new approach to improving your business skills. Aimed at anyone who wants to get into or back into work, brush up their business skills or start their own business.

Each book includes tips, checklists and key take-aways that the reader can start using immediately. Cartoons give the books a light and engaging feel, and the books are written in a highly readable and accessible tone.

The series enables readers to master the subject areas in 7 simple steps and it covers the following areas:

- Successful Networking – for working the room, and creating networking opportunities
- Effective Meetings – for best practice in organizing, hosting, and using meetings to inspire!
- Presentation Skills – for getting prepared to present, and harnessing those nerves to help you shine
- Get that Job – for playing to your strengths, acing the interview, and thriving in your new role
- Negotiation Skills – for preparing your strategy, taking control, bargaining, and finding the win-win outcome
- Starting a Business – for making a success of a new business by being innovative, organised and unique

Communication For International Business: The Secrets of Excellent Interpersonal Skills

- Provide verbal and non-verbal communication tips for working with colleagues at home and overseas
- Clear and practical advice for native speakers of English, including how to moderate language to aid communication

Collins Pocket Business English Dictionary

- Contains the 4,000 top words and phrases used in the business world in a handy pocket-sized format
- Collocation boxes show users how to build natural-sounding sentences in English
- Contains both American and British English phrases
**Young Adult Reference**

**Collins World Wall Map**
- Fully-revised mapping, taking account of all recent political changes
- Suitable for wall mounting
- Modern, attractive cartographic style

**Collins World Map Laminated**
Pages:  • Format: 1015 x 1380 mm, Sheet map, rolled
Pub date: 20/06/2013

**Collins World Map Paper**
Pages:  • Format: 1015 x 1380 mm, Sheet map, rolled
Pub date: 20/06/2013

**Collins Three Wall Maps in a pack**
Three colourful poster maps in one box. Poster map set containing world political, world environmental and United Kingdom laminated maps.
- Each map printed on high quality paper and laminated, ideal for any wall space
- Three posters in one box gives a great value package

**World Watch**
A visual guide to the current state of the world’s demographic, economic and environmental situation, its trends and future predictions, aimed at secondary school students aged 14+ (Key Stage 4 in the UK). Each page tells a story and is illustrated with easy-to-read graphics. Each topic is presented using clear world maps, tables, graphs and photographs. The book draws on World Development Indicators from the World Bank.

**The Times Good University Guide 2014: Where to go and what to study**
All the information you need to decide what and where to study. Written by John O’Leary, former editor of the Times Higher Education Supplement, this book is designed for those who are applying to start courses in 2014.
- Universities compared in a league table and over 60 subject tables
- Comprehensive overview of practical information for starting university

**Collins Country Factfile e-book series**
Packed full of statistical information on topics such as history, people, government, economy, geography, communications and transportation. Attractive graphics support the in-depth statistics, alongside present day mapping of each country.
- Carefully researched and accurate statistics from authoritative sources
- A great overview of a country – perfect for the business traveller

**Price:** £0.99 • Format: Downloadable

- Botswana ISBN: 9780007450244
- China ISBN: 9780007450220
- Egypt ISBN: 9780007450190
- France ISBN: 9780007450237
- Germany ISBN: 9780007450206
- India ISBN: 9780007450213
- Japan ISBN: 9780007450275
- Nigeria ISBN: 9780007450251
- Saudi Arabia ISBN: 9780007450237
- UK ISBN: 9780007450268

**Price:** £0.99 • Format: Downloadable

- Botswana ISBN: 9780007450244
- China ISBN: 9780007450220
- Egypt ISBN: 9780007450190
- France ISBN: 9780007450237
- Germany ISBN: 9780007450206
- India ISBN: 9780007450213
- Japan ISBN: 9780007450275
- Nigeria ISBN: 9780007450251
- Saudi Arabia ISBN: 9780007450237
- UK ISBN: 9780007450268
Scotland the Best 100 Places
Peter Irvine

Little Book of Whisky: Malt Whiskies of Scotland

This little book is an excellent introduction to the world of whisky. Includes over 150 Scotch whiskies and the distilleries that produce them.
- Find out all about whisky – from how it is made to developing your palate
- Includes popular blends, single and vatted malts, grain and deluxe whiskies

ISBN: 9780007534578 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 128 • Format: 150 x 100 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/03/2014

Little Book of Scottish History

From prehistoric Scotland to the 2014 referendum for independence, this little book covers all the main events throughout Scotland’s history.
- Written by John Abernethy, Scottish author of Collins Scottish Place Names
- A concise guide to Scottish history in an accessible format

ISBN: 9780007543977 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 128 • Format: 150 x 100 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/03/2014

Little Book of Clans and Tartans

Provides the perfect introduction to Scottish tartans and explores their reputation as one of the world’s great cultural icons.
- A unique introduction to the traditional Scottish tartans
- Pictorial representation of each tartan
- A brief history and regional location for each tartan

ISBN: 9780007543991 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 128 • Format: 150 x 100 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/03/2014

Scotts Kith and Kin

Scotts Kith and Kin is a compact and comprehensive guide to over 4,000 Scottish family names and their clan affiliations. Whether you are a curious Highlander or a second generation Scot living abroad and piecing together your origins, this new edition of the popular book will enable you to trace your roots.

Pages: 96 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/02/2014

Scotland the Best
Peter Irvine

Now in its 12th edition, Peter Irvine guides you to the best places to go in Scotland.

Format: 257 x 124 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 16/01/2014

Collins Gem Scots Dictionary (Second Edition)

Everyday words and phrases clearly explained in this perfect wee Scots dictionary.

Pages: 432 • Format: 210 x 135 mm, PB
Pub date: 07/12/2011

Whisky Map of Scotland

Fully updated to show all of Scotland’s operational whisky distilleries and must-see whisky destinations.

Format: 257 x 124 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 16/01/2014

Castles Map of Scotland

Pictorial map featuring over 700 castles and fortified houses, with key visitor information.

Format: 257 x 124 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 11/04/2013
Scottish Maps and Atlases

Scotland Pocket Map

New edition of this handy little map of Scotland, containing clear, detailed full-colour route-planning mapping, with National Tourist Routes marked, as well as the top 100 places of interest.

Format: 237 x 139 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 13/03/2014

Touring Map Scotland

Clear, easy-to-follow road map with colour-classified roads. Over 2000 places of tourist interest have been plotted and named. Also includes detailed town centre maps of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Dundee, Inverness and Perth.

Format: 237 x 139 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 13/03/2014

Visit Scotland Touring Map

Published in association with Scotland’s national tourist authority, this map shows the location of over 1700 places to visit and things to do in Scotland. Includes:
- Castles, gardens, distilleries, museums and art galleries
- Country parks, forest trails, cycle routes and other outdoor activities
- Detailed inset maps of the main cities Glasgow and Edinburgh

Format: 234 x 115 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 09/04/2013

2015 Road Map of Scotland

The latest edition of this full-colour map of Scotland with clear, detailed road network and administrative areas shown in colour. Covers the whole of Scotland and part of Northern England on a one-sided map.

2015 Road Map of Scotland
Format: 245 x 140 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 19/06/2014

Handy Road Atlas Scotland

The handy A5 format and inclusion of town plans make this the ideal companion for travelling around Scotland. With clear, attractive route-planning maps of the whole of Scotland and part of northern England.

ISBN: 9780007478965 • Price: £4.50
Pages: 72 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/07/2012

Scotland of Old Map

Pictorial map of Scotland’s clans. The map shows the ancient territories of the principal clans in the 17th century.

Format: 140 x 90 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 13/03/2014

Tartans Map of Scotland

Tartans Map of Scotland: Illustrating Scotland’s clans, tartans and family names. Officially approved by the Scottish Tartans Authority.

Format: 237 x 124 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 09/07/2012

Discovering Glasgow Illustrated Map

An illustrated map of Glasgow, Scotland’s largest city and host of the 2014 Commonwealth Games.

ISBN: 9780007493821 • Price: £4.50
Format: 205 x 113 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 05/07/2013

Discovering Edinburgh Illustrated Map

Watercolour mapping with individual paintings of the main sites.

Format: 205 x 113 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 29/03/2012
British Road Maps and Atlases

2015 Collins Big Road Atlas Britain (Spiral Bound)
The ultimate 3.2 miles to 1 inch scale large format, spiral bound road atlas for 2015. Featuring Collins popular and well-established road mapping. Over 20 urban area maps featured.

2015 Collins Big Road Atlas Britain (Paperback)
The ultimate 3.2 miles to 1 inch scale large format road atlas for 2015, featuring Collins popular and well-established road mapping. Over 20 urban area maps featured.

2015 Collins Essential Road Atlas Britain
This A4 format road atlas with popular lie-flat spiral binding features clear, detailed road mapping at a scale of 3.2 miles to 1 inch. Includes over 60 fully indexed town and city street plans.

2015 Collins Handy Road Atlas Britain
The handy A5 format of this atlas makes the ideal travelling companion. With clear route planning maps at a scale of 9.9 miles to 1 inch, it fits neatly into the glove box, pocket or bag.

2015 Collins Map of Britain
As well as showing the road network in detail, this popular map has clear political colouring with counties and unitary authorities shown in colour. In addition to this it has 16 city-town centre street plans.

Postcode Atlas of Britain & Northern Ireland
An essential business tool, this atlas clearly shows the postcode boundaries (down to district level) for the whole country on detailed colour mapping. Central London postcodes are shown to sector level.

• Postcode areas and districts for the whole of the UK
• Comprehensive background map detail

ISBN: 9780007443079 • Price: £10.00
Pages: 224 • Format: 297 x 210 mm, HB
Pub date: 03/01/2012

Collins Easy Route Planning Map of Britain
The ideal journey-planning aid with clear, attractive mapping of the whole of Britain, including a selection of important tourist sites and urban area maps.

Pages: • Format: 245 x 140 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 02/08/2012
European Road Maps and Atlases

2015 Collins Big Road Atlas France
This large format France road atlas contains detailed mapping at a scale of 3 km to 1 cm, town plans for major cities and a comprehensive place names index.

2015 Collins Essential Road Atlas Europe
This fully revised A4 spiral road atlas of Europe contains road mapping, route-planning maps, large-scale road maps of the Ruhr and Rhine, city through route maps, city centre plans and a comprehensive place names index.

Collins Handy Road Atlas of Europe
Handy road atlas of Europe in A5 format with lie-flat spiral binding. Ideal format for both drivers and those travelling by public transport. Scenic routes are plotted on the maps.

2015 Collins Road Map of Europe
2015 edition of the annually revised, politically coloured map of Europe. The ideal map for planning and route-finding.

2015 Collins Road Map of France
2015 edition of the annually revised, politically coloured road map of France. Also includes the island of Corsica.

European Road Maps and Atlases

Pages: 112 • Format: 385 x 290 mm, PB
Pub date: 09/10/2014

Pages: 112 • Format: 385 x 290 mm, PB
Pub date: 10/10/2013

Pages: 292 • Format: 297 x 210 mm, SP
Pub date: 09/10/2014

Pages: 292 • Format: 297 x 210 mm, SP
Pub date: 10/10/2013

Pages: 180 • Format: 220 x 154 mm, SP
Pub date: 03/07/2014

Pages: 180 • Format: 220 x 154 mm, SP
Pub date: 14/03/2013

Format: 250 x 140 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 09/10/2014

Format: 250 x 140 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 10/10/2013

Collins British and Collins European Road Atlas Size Guide
London Maps and Atlases

Greater London Street Atlas
Incredibly detailed street-level maps, with over 40 categories of information, covering 1,660 square miles in and around London.

- Used by the emergency services
- Mapping extends from Welwyn Garden City in the north to Gatwick Airport in the south, and from Windsor in the west to Gravesend in the east

Pages: 484 • Format: 297 x 210 mm, PB
Pub date: 20/06/2013

Handy London Street Map
This handy map is clear and easy to read yet contains a lot of detail. It contains an extensive area of coverage and indexes to street names, place names and places of interest. It is ideal for tourists and residents alike.

Format: 192 x 112 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 09/05/2013

London Streetfinder Map
This attractive map has clear, full-colour mapping, a wealth of detail for its size, and shows colour-coded information, key tourist attractions and main railway lines and stations. Ideal for tourists.

Format: 200 x 135 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 25/04/2013

Discovering London Illustrated Map and Big Ben London Map
Whether you want to see the best attractions that the city has to offer, get around easily, or find a great place to eat, these are the maps for you. Discovering London Illustrated Map includes delightful watercolour mapping.

Format: 198 x 101 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 02/02/2012

London Pocket Map
This handy little map and atlas are the perfect companions to exploring London, both for the local and tourist. Both contain full-colour detail of the Central London area.

Format: 140 x 90 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 02/02/2012

London Pocket Atlas
Pages: 144 • Format: 152 x 102 mm, PB
Pub date: 02/02/2012

London Essential Streetfinder Atlas
An ideal general-purpose atlas for residents, tourists and business users in a handy format. Central London is mapped at a larger scale.

ISBN: 9780007317882 • Price: £6.50
Pages: 376 • Format: 198 x 137 mm, SP
29/04/2010

Discovering London Illustrated Map
Includes delightful watercolour mapping.

ISBN: 9780007452422 • Price: £4.50
Format: 205 x 113 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 02/02/2012

Children’s London Map with FREE stickers
Simple illustrated map of Central London with stickers, featuring London’s attractions and landmarks. It is full of pictorial symbols representing all the famous places children want to visit on a fun day out in London. Includes games and activities based on the mapped area.

Format: 131 x 98 mm, Sheet map, folded
Includes one sheet of stickers
27/05/2010
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pub Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Road Atlas Ireland</td>
<td>97800074455201</td>
<td>£6.99</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>265 x 192 mm, SP</td>
<td>07/07/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road Atlas Ireland – Touring Edition</td>
<td>9780007451394</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>297 x 210 mm, SP</td>
<td>01/03/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handy Road Atlas Ireland</td>
<td>9780007490523</td>
<td>£4.99</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>210 x 148 mm, PB</td>
<td>13/03/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland Road Map</td>
<td>9780007491984</td>
<td>£4.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>245 x 140 mm, Sheet map, folded</td>
<td>13/03/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland Handy Road Map</td>
<td>9780007541300</td>
<td>£4.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>230 x 130 mm, Sheet map, folded</td>
<td>13/03/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 Road Map of Ireland</td>
<td>978000744028</td>
<td>£4.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>245 x 140 mm, Sheet map, folded</td>
<td>19/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 Road Map of Ireland</td>
<td>9780007497126</td>
<td>£4.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>245 x 140 mm, Sheet map, folded</td>
<td>04/07/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touring Map Ireland</td>
<td>9780007320776</td>
<td>£4.50</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>265 x 192 mm, SP</td>
<td>07/07/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland Pocket Map</td>
<td>9780007455218</td>
<td>£1.99</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>210 x 142 mm, PB</td>
<td>04/07/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Dublin Streetfinder Atlas</td>
<td>9780007443062</td>
<td>£6.99</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>265 x 192 mm, SP</td>
<td>07/07/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovering Dublin Illustrated Map</td>
<td>9780007493791</td>
<td>£4.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>197 x 130 mm, Sheet map, folded</td>
<td>11/04/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin Streetfinder Colour Map</td>
<td>9780007493784</td>
<td>£4.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>210 x 142 mm, PB</td>
<td>10/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belfast Streetfinder Colour Atlas</td>
<td>9780007497126</td>
<td>£4.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>245 x 140 mm, Sheet map, folded</td>
<td>04/07/2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yorkshire Dales

The magnificent Yorkshire Dales include impressive limestone formations, beautiful waterfalls and shadowy peaks. Picturesque dales such as Swaledale, Wharfedale and Dentdale meander through the area, where abbey ruins, ancient farmhouses and villages wait to be discovered.

Pages: 192 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, PB
Pub date: 29/04/2010

Walks in The Peak District

With 20 walks, all over 4 miles in length, this book is the perfect companion to a day’s walking in the stunning Peak District National Park. With clear maps and descriptions showing each route, plus easy-to-follow walk descriptions and stunning colour photography, this is a great little guide to the Peak District.

ISBN: 9780007464555 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 96 • Format: 180 x 117 mm, PB
Pub date: 29/03/2012

Collins Ramblers Best Walks Britain

Celebrating 75 years of the Ramblers, this beautiful coffee-table book is packed with colour photographs and maps featuring the best 75 walks to be found in Britain.

Each one has been carefully chosen by The Ramblers, Britain’s biggest charity working to promote walking.

ISBN: 9780007367085 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 288 • Format: 236 x 264 mm, HB
Pub date: 30/09/2010

The Lake District Walking Map

This map, popular with walkers and visitors to the Lake District, features detailed layer-coloured mapping on one easy-to-use sheet.

• Single sheet map of central Lakeland
• Includes Lake District National Park visitor and information centres

Pages: • Format: 215 x 122 mm, Sheet map, folded • Pub date: 14/02/2013

Explore the very best walks that Britain has to offer, with handy guides endorsed by The Ramblers.
This range of practical little walking guides is endorsed by The Ramblers. All walks are 5 miles or less in length and can easily be completed in less than 3 hours. Plan your next adventure, and explore the very best that the great British countryside has to offer.

- Each guide boasts 20 easy-to-follow walks which can be completed in 3 hours and under
- Each walk has a detailed Ordnance Survey map with the route clearly marked, plus a detailed description of the route
- Walks have been chosen with issues like parking and refreshments in mind to make life easy for families and beginners
- Interesting facts about the things you’ll see along the route
- All the books include general information on walking, as well as the general area covered by the guide
- Packed with colour photographs of the stunning scenery along the routes

‘unspoilt, family-friendly walks’
*Walk magazine*
Nicholson’s Waterways Guides and maps of Britain have been the trusted companion of inland navigators since the first guides were produced in 1969. With colour mapping and handy tips and information, make sure you make the most of Britain’s inland canals and waterways.

- Packed with information to help boaters navigate the waterways
- Highlights the wildlife that thrives alongside our navigable waterways
- Includes information on places to visit on foot and by bicycle, as well as by water

“Taste in guide books can be a very personal thing, but few serious boaters will venture out without a Nicholson’s Guide. There is a wealth of information that even the most experienced cannot hope to keep abreast of.” The Inland Waterways Association

**Grand Union, Oxford & The South East**
Pages: 186 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, SP
Pub date: 01/03/2012

**Severn, Avon & Birmingham**
Pages: 176 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, SP
Pub date: 13/03/2014

**Birmingham & The Heart of England**
Pages: 176 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, SP
Pub date: 13/03/2014

**Four Counties & The Welsh Canals**
Pages: 180 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, SP
Pub date: 01/03/2012

**North West & The Pennines**
Pages: 200 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, SP
Pub date: 01/03/2012

**Nottingham, York & The North East**
Pages: 192 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, SP
Pub date: 13/02/2014

**River Thames & The Southern Waterways**
Pages: 172 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, SP
Pub date: 13/02/2014

**Norfolk Broads**
Pages: 96 • Format: 210 x 148 mm, SP
Pub date: 13/03/2014

**Inland Waterways Map of Great Britain**
ISBN: 9780007452644
Price: £7.99
Pages: • Format: 210 x 148 mm,
Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 01/03/2012

The number 1 bestselling waterways guides.
# The Times Maps and Atlases

## The Times Comprehensive Atlas of the World (Twelfth Edition)

The 14th edition of this world-leading atlas.
- **5000 place name changes**
- Illustrated sections on climate change, economy and energy, and a new section on the power of maps
- New administrative structures and international boundaries

**For more information, see page 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
<td>9780007551408</td>
<td>£150.00</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>370 x 278 mm, HB</td>
<td>11/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th</td>
<td>9780007419135</td>
<td>£150.00</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>370 x 278 mm, HB</td>
<td>15/09/2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Fully revised and updated edition of this major world atlas.

Whether planning a trip, keeping in touch with world news, solving quizzes and crosswords or just exploring the world, this atlas has all the information you need.

- Over 4,000 name changes and updates
- Addition of newly-named Queen Elizabeth Land in Antarctica
- Historical maps of the world show the political make-up of the world over the last 150 years

**ISBN:** 9780007506514 • **Price:** £50.00
**Pages:** 448 • **Format:** 360 x 264 mm, HB with slipcase
**Pub date:** 14/09/2013


The authority and accuracy of a top-of-the-range Times Atlas at an affordable price. A favourite gift at Christmas, and for birthdays and Father’s Day, and a popular self-purchase for geography enthusiasts.

**ISBN:** 9780007455225 • **Price:** £50.00
**Pages:** 360 • **Format:** 312 x 260 mm, HB
**Pub date:** 30/08/2012

## The Times Reference Atlas of the World (Sixth Edition)

This popular mid-range Times Atlas contains the breadth, scale and detail to make it an ideal reference resource for school and business.

**ISBN:** 9780007498215 • **Price:** £30.00
**Pages:** 272 • **Format:** 333 x 242 mm, HB
**Pub date:** 25/04/2013


A Times Atlas for everyday use at home by the family, or at work. The Desktop edition remains a bestseller in the UK for its broad coverage at a great price.

**ISBN:** 9780007452668 • **Price:** £17.99
**Pages:** 240 • **Format:** 246 x 189 mm, HB
**Pub date:** 01/03/2012

## The Times Mini Atlas of the World

A pocket-sized world atlas packed with the essentials. A perfect stocking-filler, corporate gift or simply the ideal reference to take on your travels. Our international bestseller.

**ISBN:** 9780007452415 • **Price:** £6.99
**Pages:** 256 • **Format:** 151 x 106 mm, HB
**Pub date:** 02/02/2012

---

**The Times Maps and Atlases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover Date</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Final</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Final</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Final</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Times Maps and Atlases

The Times World Atlases stand for retailers

A free-standing unit on which to present the complete Times World Atlas range in its beautiful new look. Worth £60 and offered free of charge. (Customers outside of the UK must cover shipping costs).

ISBN: 978000788786 • Price: Free
Format: 1520mm x 700mm

The Times Map of the World
(Eleventh Edition)

Fully revised, this map contains politically coloured mapping, showing individual countries and their capital cities, major roads, railways and cities and towns clearly. Local name forms are used for all towns and cities with the English or historical alternative shown in brackets where space permits.

Format: 256 x 138 mm, Sheet map, folded
Pub date: 07/11/2013

The Times World Wall Laminated Map

A politically coloured map of the world showing individual countries and their capital cities. Local name forms are used for towns and cities with the English or historical alternative shown in brackets where space permits. Perfect for the general reader who needs an up-to-date map to follow reports of world events.

Format: 1000 x 1250 mm, Laminated sheet map, rolled in a tube
Pub date: 04/03/2010

The Times Atlas of London

An authoritative and prestigious atlas of the whole of Greater London. With beautiful reference maps, statistics, images and historical mapping, giving an exceptionally detailed view of London.

ISBN: 9780007478781 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 304 • Format: 227 x 186 mm, HB
Pub date: 07/06/2012

“I love maps and atlases, and the Times Atlas is the best for the clarity of the cartography, its layout and variety and richness of information. I not only use it constantly for reference, but also delight in browsing through it as I dream of future trips.”

Chris Bonington
Collins World Atlases


Detailed world mapping is attractively presented along with thousands of facts, internet links, images, tables and graphs. This atlas provides a complete and topical view of today's world.

• Over 200 pages of accurate and up-to-date maps
• Key global issues clearly presented
• Includes a geographical dictionary and detailed states and territories section

ISBN: 9780007456109 • Price: £30.00
Pages: 240 • Format: 360 x 264 mm, HB
Pub date: 30/08/2012


Great value world atlas with more place names and mapping than other atlases at this price point. The perfect reference atlas for travel, planning, school and college study.

• Wide range of topical issues covered, including climate, conflict, environmental threats and population
• Detailed section on UNESCO World Heritage sites

ISBN: 9780007500376 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 312 • Format: 312 x 226 mm, HB
Pub date: 08/11/2012


Highly illustrated world atlas with hundreds of geographical facts providing an exciting and graphic portrayal of the world.

• Clear, detailed and up-to-date mapping
• Includes indispensable geographical facts
• Key global issues clearly presented
• World ranking tables – ideal for quizzes and crosswords

Pages: 240 • Format: 312 x 226 mm, PB
Pub date: 26/04/2012


Exceptionally detailed mapping at a low price. Fully updated maps including the world's newest countries, a section on national statistics and handy internet links.

Pages: 182 • Format: 312 x 226 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/03/2011

Collins World Atlas, in paperback

A new, fully updated edition of this bestselling budget atlas in the stylish and authoritative Collins World Atlas range. Designed in the distinctive Collins style, this is the ideal atlas for school, home and business use.

ISBN: 9780007532513 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 64 • Format: 312 x 226 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/03/2014

Collins World Atlas (Mini Edition)

A popular pocket-sized world atlas. Fully up-to-date with clear mapping and statistics, and includes the latest interesting facts about global geographical themes.

ISBN: 9780007492282
Price: £5.99
Pages: 240 • Format: 151 x 106 mm, PB
Pub date: 11/04/2013

Collins World Atlas SIZE GUIDE

COLLINS ATLAS
Collins World in Maps & Collins UK in Maps Key Stage 2, Ages 7+

- Simple clear mapping is supported by illustrations, graphs and text.
- Endorsed by the Geographical Association and the Historical Association.

Collins World in Maps

Collins World in Maps is a multi-topic atlas of the world, with a collection of maps introducing the most relevant topics to reflect the Geography Key Stage 2–3 requirements of the National Curriculum. Suggested activities on each spread encourage users to explore further.

World in Maps 9780007524778
Price: £7.99
Format 312 x 226 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/2/2014
World Atlas Copymasters 9780007435058
Price: £3.99

Collins UK in Maps

Collins UK in Maps is a multi-topic atlas of the UK, with a collection of maps introducing the most relevant topics to reflect the Geography Key Stage 2–3 requirements of the National Curriculum. Suggested activities on each spread encourage users to explore further.

UK in Maps 9780007524761
Price: £7.99
Format 312 x 226 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/2/2014
UK Atlas Copymasters 9780007435065
Price: £3.99

Collins Primary World Atlas

Collins Primary World Atlas Key Stage 2, Ages 7+

UK curriculum-supportive reference atlas. Politically coloured reference mapping of all major world regions. Continental maps are supported with factual pullouts and photographs.

Collins Primary World Atlas
Pages: 68 • Format: 312 x 226 mm, PB
Pub date: 14/02/2013

Collins First Atlas

Collins First Atlas Key Stage 1, Ages 4+

A fun, simple atlas for ages 4–7 which provides an introduction to basic geographical and atlas vocabulary.

Collins First Atlas
Pages: 32 • Format: 240 x 185 mm, PB
Pub date: 06/02/2006

Collins Junior Atlas

Collins Junior Atlas & Collins Primary Geography Atlas for the Middle East
Key Stage 2, Ages 8+

UK curriculum-supportive atlas. Topographic reference mapping and thematic maps are supported with graphs, statistics and photographs.

The Middle East edition includes thematic maps focused on local topics.

Collins Junior Atlas
Pages: 72 • Format: 312 x 226 mm, PB
Pub date: 22/05/2014

Collins World Atlas Flipcharts

Combining traditional teaching and e-learning, Collins Flipcharts support the core atlases. The full range covers map skills, the UK, the World and each continent.

Price: £9.99
Format: Download
Purchase and download from www.collinseducation.com

Collins Virtual World

Collins Virtual World Key Stage 2, Ages 7–11

Contains a range of fully interactive atlas and mapping activities to support the teaching of geography.

ISBN: 9780007782898
Price: £22.50 • Format: CD

Copymasters available from www.collinseducation.com
### Educational Maps and Atlases for Ages 11+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pub date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collins School World Atlas</strong></td>
<td>An introductory atlas for secondary schools designed to support and motivate Key Stage 3 students in geographic and mapping skills.</td>
<td>ISBN: 9780007944546</td>
<td>£8.99</td>
<td>96 pages, 312 x 226 mm, PB</td>
<td>14/02/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collins Student World Atlas</strong></td>
<td>UK curriculum-based material for Key Stage 4. Content selected and designed specifically for this level.</td>
<td>ISBN: 9780007437825</td>
<td>£12.99</td>
<td>200 pages, 312 x 226 mm, HB</td>
<td>02/02/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collins Cambridge IGCSE</strong></td>
<td>Completely new atlas for international schools, specifically designed for use by students aged 11+ years studying the IGCSE Geography syllabus or equivalent national syllabuses.</td>
<td>ISBN: 9780007443055</td>
<td>£10.99</td>
<td>152 pages, 312 x 226 mm, PB</td>
<td>29/03/2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Also for ages 4-11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pub date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>United Kingdom Wall Map</strong></td>
<td>Every primary school needs this brightly coloured map of the UK, published in association with the Geographical Association. Uncluttered with unnecessary detail, major town and city names are clearly labelled. With a clear, bright and simple design, this map is ideal for teaching the location of places.</td>
<td>ISBN: 9780007536122</td>
<td>£3.99</td>
<td>915 x 610 mm, Sheet map, Shrinkwrapped</td>
<td>13/02/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Countries of the World Wall Map</strong></td>
<td>Perfect for inspiring young adventurers and explorers. Every primary school needs this brightly coloured map of the world's countries, uncluttered with unnecessary detail. A great visual aid for kids to learn geography and advance their understanding of the world. Published in association with the Geographical Association.</td>
<td>ISBN: 9780007536139</td>
<td>£7.99</td>
<td>915 x 610 mm, Sheet map, Shrinkwrapped</td>
<td>13/02/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Children's Maps and Atlases

**Collins Children's Picture Atlas, Ages 4–8**

This highly illustrated picture atlas is designed to take children on a journey of discovery around the countries of the world. Simple activities and quizzes encourage children to find out more about the world around them.

Pages: 80 • Format: 312 x 226 mm, HB
Pub date: 05/07/2012

**Collins Children's World Atlas, Ages 8–11**

Following on from the *Children's Picture Atlas*, this is an ideal family reference atlas. Containing a scholarly level of detail and research presented in an appealing and easily accessible format, this book is a pleasure to browse as well as to learn from. An ideal resource for home study or school projects.

Pages: 112 • Format: 220 x 170 mm, PB
Pub date: 29/08/2013

**Collins Children's World Map**

This illustrated pictorial map is designed to take children on a journey of discovery around the countries of the world. The mapping is clear, colourful and highly informative.

Format: 915 x 610 mm, Sheet map, Shrinkwrapped • Pub date: 29/04/2010

**Hello Kitty World Atlas**

Hello Kitty brings a sparkle to this curriculum-supportive reference atlas. Clear and colourful mapping is arranged by continent for easy reference. Each map is packed with exciting places for Hello Kitty to visit. Includes national flags and useful facts about each country.

Pages: 112 • Format: 220 x 170 mm, PB
Pub date: 29/08/2013

**Hello Kitty World Atlas: Sticker book**

Travel around the world with Hello Kitty and visit each of the 7 continents. With over 100 reusable stickers, the atlas is a perfect way to introduce the world of geography to young children. *Hello Kitty World Atlas* is a perfect combination of learning and fun!

Pages: 24 • Format: 280 x 220 mm, PB
Pub date: 04/07/2013
Collins My First reference book series, Ages 5–8

A new and expanded range of the My First reference book series, designed to appeal to young readers. Each book is packed with colourful diagrams, photographs, fun facts and quizzes, to make them both educational and entertaining to young readers. These great books introduce children to the most exciting and interesting stories and wonders that our world has to offer.

My First World Atlas
Pages: 80 • Format: 272 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 20/06/2013

My First Book of Science
Pages: 80 • Format: 272 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 20/06/2013

My First Book of The Solar System
Pages: 80 • Format: 272 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 20/06/2013

My First Encyclopedia
Pages: 96 • Format: 272 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 20/06/2013

My First Book of The Human Body
Pages: 80 • Format: 272 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 20/06/2013

My First Book of Animals
Pages: 80 • Format: 272 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 20/06/2013

My First Book of The Human Body
Pages: 80 • Format: 272 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 20/06/2013

My First Book of Wonders of the World
Pages: 72 • Format: 272 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 12/09/2013

Collins Sticker Book series, Ages 3+

Fun activity sticker books for 3+, which introduce young children to the ever-popular topics of space, country flags and countries. Written in clear and easy-to-follow language and packed with colourful illustrations, photographs and reusable stickers. A perfect combination of learning and fun!

Collins Solar System Sticker Book
Pages: 32 • Format: 270 x 210 mm, PB
Pub date: 11/04/2013

Collins World Flags Sticker Book
Pages: 32 • Format: 270 x 210 mm, PB
Pub date: 11/04/2013

Collins World Sticker Atlas
Pages: 32 • Format: 270 x 210 mm, PB
Pub date: 11/04/2013

Collins Big Sticker Book
ISBN: 9780007549382
Price: £14.99
Pages: 128 • Format: 270 x 210 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/02/2014

Collins First Dictionaries Dictionaries and Thesauruses

For more information about these titles, go to p.53

Collins First Dictionary
Pages: 160 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/05/2014
Collins Dictionaries – the comprehensive choice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complete and Unabridged</th>
<th>Everyday reference for home and work</th>
<th>Practical paperbacks</th>
<th>Sturdy, portable reference</th>
<th>Handy and pocket-sized for use anywhere</th>
<th>New titles available as e-books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collins English Dictionary</td>
<td>Collins Concise dictionaries are practical, essential reference resources for any desk, and are great value for money. They're designed for every day use at home, in the office, or at school.</td>
<td>Collins paperback reference resources include the Dictionary &amp; Grammar range which provide two books in one for students, and the bestselling and Easy Learning range which was developed in consultation with teachers. They are portable, practical and great value.</td>
<td>Collins Pocket reference dictionaries have long-lasting vinyl covers, easy-to-read print, and easily fit into a school bag.</td>
<td>Bestsellers since 1901, Collins Gem dictionaries are portable and ideal for quick reference for use on the go, at work or at school. Always a popular choice for students.</td>
<td>Major new editions of our dictionaries and thesauruses, available for e-book.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Collins English Dictionary is the home of living English. The largest single-volume English print dictionary, it is perfect for word game lovers and is specifically designed for daily use with a new, lighter format. Editions are also available in French, Spanish, German and Italian.

Collins Concise dictionaries are practical, essential reference resources for any desk, and are great value for money. They’re designed for every day use at home, in the office, or at school.

Collins paperback reference resources include the Dictionary & Grammar range which provide two books in one for students, and the bestselling and Easy Learning range which was developed in consultation with teachers. They are portable, practical and great value.

Collins Pocket reference dictionaries have long-lasting vinyl covers, easy-to-read print, and easily fit into a school bag.

Bestsellers since 1901, Collins Gem dictionaries are portable and ideal for quick reference for use on the go, at work or at school. Always a popular choice for students.

At Collins, we pride ourselves on offering accessible and practical reference materials in an increasing range of languages, in print and digital formats.

Our priority is to offer up-to-date dictionaries and language learning products to fit the needs of users. As technology evolves, we know that people’s requirements are changing so we keep on top of how they want to consume their dictionary and reference content by regularly consulting with teachers and students. This way we can ensure our ranges remain relevant and available in the right formats in print and digitally.
# English Dictionaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collins English Dictionary</td>
<td>Twelfth Edition</td>
<td>9780007522743</td>
<td>£45.00</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>260 x 190 mm, HB</td>
<td>09/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Concise English Dictionary</td>
<td>Eighth Edition</td>
<td>9780007365494</td>
<td>£25.00</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>254 x 153 mm, HB</td>
<td>13/09/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins English Paperback Dictionary</td>
<td>Sixth Edition</td>
<td>9780007450558</td>
<td>£8.99</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>151 x 108 mm, VL</td>
<td>01/03/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Pocket English Dictionary</td>
<td>Ninth Edition</td>
<td>9780007426942</td>
<td>£7.99</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>197 x 130 mm, PB</td>
<td>07/04/2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Twelfth Edition**
- The home of living English, the twelfth edition of the CED is the most comprehensive single-volume dictionary in print
- Including the official Scrabble™ word list, this is the ultimate gift dictionary for word game fans
- Introduction by bestselling author Mark Forsyth
- Features new words from the general public via www.collinsdictionary.com for the first time

For more information, see page 2

---

**Eleventh Edition**
- A comprehensive and authoritative dictionary in an easy-to-read and informative style
- Over 200 hundred essays on topics such as important English-speaking authors and grammar controversies
- A browsable ‘good read’ for language lovers

---

**Collins Dictionary of the English Language**
- Specially tailored to use at home or school, including language usage tips
- Detailed language notes help users avoid common language pitfalls
- Clear, accessible layout in a practical format

---

*‘If I am ever cast off on a desert island, Collins Dictionary is the book I want to have with me.’*

Dame Judi Dench
**Collins Mini English Dictionary**  
(Fifth Edition)
- New edition of this handy little dictionary, ideal for carrying to school or work
- Fully up-to-date coverage of written and spoken English
- Supplement gives essential advice for modern life and new forms of communication
- Based on analysis of Collins corpus, the largest database of the English language

Pages: 704 • Format: 132 x 79 mm, PB  
Pub date: 07/11/2013

**Collins English Dictionary**  
(Sixteenth Edition)
- The best-selling portable companion containing practical, applied knowledge for daily use
- Supplement provides essential writing advice for modern life and communication
- Help with pronunciation, as well as spelling and grammar tips

Pages: 704 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL  
Pub date: 05/01/2012

---

**Collins My First Hello Kitty Dictionary**  
For sale in Great Britain and Ireland only
- Hello Kitty helps children learn with this fun dictionary – an ideal introduction to independent learning
- Unique and engaging Hello Kitty illustrations make turning to the dictionary fun – perfect for 5-7 year-olds
- Clear, easy-to-use layout

ISBN: 9780007457182 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PLC • Pages: 160 • Price: £10.99 • Pub date: 21/06/2012

**Collins Hello Kitty Dictionary**  
For sale in Great Britain and Ireland only
- A school dictionary with a difference: it’s big, bling and very Hello Kitty!
- Coverage of core vocabulary for key curriculum exam subjects – ideal for children aged 8+
- Hello Kitty illustrations make using the dictionary fun

ISBN: 9780007391792 • Format: 220 x 170 mm, PB • Pages: 320 • Price: £9.99 • Pub date: 19/06/2014

**Collins Gem Hello Kitty Dictionary**  
For sale in Great Britain and Ireland only
- Colour brings the world-famous dictionary together with the world-famous Hello Kitty
- Pronunciation, spelling and grammar tips and clear definitions
- Great for Hello Kitty fans aged 11+

ISBN: 9780007457205 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB • Pages: 672 • Price: £4.99 • Pub date: 21/06/2012

---

Search ‘CollinsDictionary.com’ on YouTube to find our videos on Collins heritage and extra information about our key ranges, including presentations from the editors.
Collins Thesaurus of the English Language: Complete and Unabridged (Third Edition)
- A complete home reference, with hundreds of thousands of words to boost vocabulary
- Dozens of wordlists – perfect for games, quizzes and crosswords
- Colour layout makes words easy to find and a delight to browse

ISBN: 9780007281015 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 1152 • Format: 260 × 190 mm, HB + JKT
Pub date: 06/10/2008

Collins English Thesaurus in Colour
- Durable hardback format and clear, colour layout
- Comprehensive thesaurus, with over 300,000 synonyms and antonyms
- Extensive supplement to help with SCRABBLE™ and other word games
- Includes usage features to help with language choice and style

Pages: 1040 • Format: 210 × 135 mm, HB PLC
Pub Date: 14/03/2013

Collins English Thesaurus
- Supplement perfect for word game enthusiasts
- Up-to-date, comprehensive and authoritative
- Usage notes help to choose the right word
- Ideal for use in daily work, college, university and school

Pages: 992 • Format: 178 × 111 mm, HB PLC
Pub Date: 14/03/2013

Collins English Paperback Thesaurus (Sixth Edition)
- Full-sentence examples clarify words which have more than one meaning
- Perfect for taking language knowledge and usage further
- A practical format, which includes a new supplement
- Detailed language notes help users avoid common pitfalls

Pages: 832 • Format: 197 × 130 mm, PB
Pub Date: 07/04/2011

Collins Gem English Thesaurus A–Z (Seventh Edition)
- Fully up-to-date with the newest words, giving practical, applied knowledge
- Practical Writing Guide provides help with all forms of written communication
- Wordlist panels provide extra material for key words

Pages: 704 • Format: 111 × 76 mm, VL
Pub Date: 05/03/2012

Collins Pocket English Thesaurus (Sixth Edition)
- The one-stop reference for every home, with unrivalled language coverage for its size
- Colour headwords for ease of use, and most helpful synonyms shown first and highlighted
- Includes Practical Writing Guide

Pages: 704 • Format: 151 × 108 mm, VL
Pub Date: 01/03/2012

Find us on Facebook
facebook.com/collinsdictionary
Follow @collinsdict on Twitter.
www.collins.co.uk
Collins Compact Dictionary & Thesaurus  
(Third Edition)  
- Two books in one, with additional features to enrich language skills  
- Word Games supplement for enthusiasts to have fun with language  
- Colour layout makes information accessible and easy to find  

Pages: 1024 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PLC+JKT  
Pub date: 30/04/2009

Collins English Dictionary & Thesaurus  
(Fourth Edition)  
- Designed for ease of use, with thumb tabs on every page and entry words highlighted  
- Thousands of alternative words and language tips  
- The most useful alternatives given first and highlighted  
- Matching dictionary and thesaurus entries on the same page  

Pages: 992 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB  
Pub date: 07/04/2011

Collins Pocket English Dictionary & Thesaurus  
(Sixth Edition)  
- Dictionary and thesaurus texts on the same page for easy look-up, all in a portable format  
- Includes spelling and pronunciation tips, and a Practical Writing Guide  
- Usage notes help avoid common language mistakes  

Pages: 800 • Format: 132 x 168 mm, VL  
Pub date: 03/03/2012

Collins Mini Dictionary & Thesaurus  
(Third Edition)  
- Three books in one: dictionary, thesaurus and a useful Spelling and Punctuation supplement  
- Clear, straightforward definitions reflecting today's language  
- Handy, portable format makes it an essential one-stop reference source  

ISBN: 9780007553950 • Price: £5.99  
Pages: 704 • Format: 132 x 79 mm, PB  
Pub date: 12/09/2013

Collins Gem Dictionary & Thesaurus  
(Fifth Edition)  
- Provides definitions and synonyms on the same page for quick and easy reference  
- All the latest new words with short, clear definitions  
- Useful supplement on Punctuation and Spelling Rules  

Pages: 704 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL  
Pub date: 07/01/2010

Collins English Dictionary & Thesaurus  
Amazon Kindle edition  
- Fully updated to include all the latest words in today's English  
- Tens of thousands of helpful example sentences in the Thesaurus help you choose the most appropriate word  

Pages: 1920  
Pub date: 03/05/2013

Collins English Dictionary & Thesaurus Set  
- Up-to-date and comprehensive coverage of today's English in a clear, accessible layout  
- Language notes help users avoid common language pitfalls – perfect for home or the office  
- Attractively packaged in a sturdy slipcase  

ISBN: 9780007628625 • Price: £15.98  
Pages: 1824 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB+SC  
Pub date: 03/05/2011
Easy Learning English

Collins Easy Learning How to use English
- Clear, user-friendly layout – suitable for a range of levels, from elementary to advanced
- Notes highlighting particular problem areas help learners to avoid typical errors
- Information on American English and British English

Collins Easy Learning English Vocabulary
- Clear, user-friendly layout, with simple definitions making words easy to understand
- Information on common collocations, phrases and idioms helps increase fluency
- Topic-based vocabulary sections help users to learn words in context

Collins Easy Learning Grammar & Punctuation
- Suitable for all ages, with explanations on everything from adverbs to semi-colons
- Each point is described with explanations and examples from current English
- Clear, colour layout with helpful explanations and no jargon

Collins Easy Learning English Verbs
- Covers all the essential grammar of verbs, such as tense and aspect
- Detailed look at verbs which are especially important or difficult to learn
- Clear layout with helpful explanations and no jargon

Collins/Websters Easy Learning English Conversation: Book 1
- Includes transcripts of typical conversations so learners can hear how phrases work in real life
- Audio CD of all the conversations in the book, and glossaries of useful vocabulary
- Suitable for beginners of all ages
- Ideal for school, work and home study

Collins Common Errors in English
- Clear, open layout makes information easy to find and understand
- Practice sections reinforce the key points in each thematic section
- Steers learners away from common mistakes using a thematic approach

The Collins Easy Learning English range consists of accessible and well-priced self-study guides, designed to make the intricacies of English easier to understand.
Collins Easy Learning English Conversation: Book 2

- Contains expressions and language structures that learners need to speak in natural English
- Consists of 14 units illustrating the language used in particular situations
- Audio CD of all the conversations in the book
- All the phrases intermediate learners need to communicate effectively

Collins ISBN: 9780007374731
Pages: 256 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Price: £8.99 • Pub date: 07/04/2011

Collins Easy Learning Writing

- User-friendly format, with tip boxes and corpus examples showing how English is used today
- Covers areas such as sentence structure, punctuation and page layout
- Suitable for all ages and ideal for school, work and home study

Collins ISBN: 9780007374479
Pages: 320 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Price: £7.99 • Pub date: 01/04/2010

Collins Easy Learning English Spelling

- Alphabetical index of tricky words, along with useful tips for memorising them
- Describes rules needed to understand and predict how words are spelled in English
- User-friendly style makes information easy to understand

Collins ISBN: 9780007341177
Pages: 192 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Price: £6.99 • Pub date: 01/04/2010

Collins Easy Learning English Idioms

- Idioms are displayed in an accessible and easy-to-use format
- Examples show how key idioms are used in everyday English
- Usage notes explain where idioms come from and how they should be used
- Suitable for learners of all ages

Collins ISBN: 9780007340651
Pages: 320 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Price: £6.99 • Pub date: 13/05/2010

Collins Easy Learning English Study Dictionary with Thesaurus (Export Only)

- Developed with teachers and students, entries are clear and easy to understand
- Help with looking words up when the user isn’t sure of the spelling
- Includes IPA pronunciation and interesting word histories

Pages: 1024 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 04/02/2008

The Collins Webster’s Easy Learning ebook range covers American English. Both series are suitable for learners and native-speakers of English.
French

Collins Robert Complete & Unabridged French Dictionary
(Ninth Edition)
- The largest on the market, with around 300,000 references
- Includes cultural notes and an indispensable Language in Use supplement
- Contains detailed usage examples and an extensive wordlist
- Perfect for professionals and academic use

ISBN: 9780007331550 • Price: £35.00
Pages: 2344 • Format: 260 x 190 mm, HB PLC
Pub date: 29/04/2010

Collins Robert Concise French Dictionary
(Eighth Edition)
- Fully updated, with over 152,000 references and 190,000 translations
- Supplements on Communication, Education and Famous French People
- Boxes on spelling pitfalls complement existing tips on ‘false friends’ and pronunciation

ISBN: 9780007393626 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 1660 • Format: 230 x 150 mm, PLC
Pub date: 01/07/2011

Collins Robert Concise eDictionaries
- English–French and French–English eDictionaries are available separately
- Ideal for those wanting translations rather than definitions as they read on their Kindle devices

Pages: 1660 • EB
Pub date: 01/04/13
Collins Robert Concise English–French Dictionary e-book
ISBN: 9780007501748
Collins Robert Concise French–English Dictionary e-book
ISBN: 9780007501755

Collins French Dictionary & Grammar
(Seventh Edition)
- Revised and updated to offer extensive and relevant coverage of today’s English and French
- Over 96,000 references and 136,000 translations – ideal for intermediate learners
- New alphabet tabs to find information quickly and easily

Pages: 1152 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/05/2014

Collins English–French/French–English Dictionary & Grammar e-books for Kindle
EB • Pub date: 01/01/2013
Collins Dictionnaire Anglais–Français Et Grammaire • ISBN: 9780007350168 • Pages: 1152
Collins Dictionnaire Français–Anglais Et Grammaire • ISBN: 9780007350184 • Pages: 1152

- Intuitive navigation with search function
- Shows English translations in a pop-up window when reading French books, and vice versa
- Click through to display the full dictionary entry – includes translations, pronunciation and examples
- Two-way dictionaries available separately for the English and French markets
## Collins Advanced French Grammar with Practice Exercises
- Full coverage of the key areas for intermediate and advanced students of French
- Index of key word topics and clear layout makes studying easy
- Hundreds of examples and translations illustrate each point
- Practice exercises help users retain knowledge
- Large format makes doing exercises easier

Pages: 320 • Format: 234 x 178 mm, PB
Pub date: 04/07/2013

## Collins Essential French Dictionary & Grammar (Third Edition)
- Ideal for intermediate learners: an up-to-date dictionary with a user-friendly grammar guide
- Contains 92,000 references and 124,000 translations
- New colour layout with headwords and cultural notes
- Two books in one

Pages: 448 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 01/04/2010

## Collins Pocket French Dictionary
- Full coverage of GCSE words and phrases, and links to verb tables
- Notes on commonly-confused words to help with difficult vocabulary
- New coverage of words from Australia and New Zealand
- Hard-wearing, portable format

ISBN: 9780007583331 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

## Collins Essential French Dictionary
- A handy and affordable quick reference guide to French
- Comprehensive and up-to-the-minute coverage of French and English, with additional notes warning the user of easily confused words
- Clear layout and handy alphabet tabs make it even easier to find exactly the word you need

ISBN: 9780007331535 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 234 x 178 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

## Collins Gem French Verbs (Fourth Edition)
- Colour layout helps to find information quickly and easy
- Full conjugations of 112 French verbs, both regular and irregular
- Alphabetical index of over 2,000 widely-used verbs

Pages: 256 • Format: 117 x 82 mm, PB
Pub date: 01/05/2006

## Collins Gem French Grammar (Fourth Edition)
- Offers extensive coverage of French pronunciation and grammar
- Easy-to-follow explanations with examples illustrating each point
- Handy 'take-anywhere' format and clear, colour layout

Pages: 256 • Format: 117 x 82 mm, PB
Pub date: 02/05/2006

# French

## Collins Advance French Grammar

## Collins Essential French Dictionary

## Collins Pocket French Dictionary

## Collins Essential French Dictionary & Grammar

## Collins Gem French Verbs

## Collins Gem French Grammar
Easy Learning French

Collins Easy Learning French Dictionary

- Thousands of examples of real French show you exactly how translations are used
- Clear colour layout with key GCSE vocabulary flagged
- A fun, practical supplement helps you to use written and spoken French correctly

Pages: 680 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 06/05/2014

Collins Easy Learning French Grammar

- Comprehensive treatment of French grammar written in clear, simple language
- Complete coverage of regular verb conjugations
- Full glossary explaining key grammatical terminology

Pages: 320 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 06/03/2011
ePub ISBN: 9780007444687
Kindle ISBN: 9780007444984

Collins Easy Learning French Grammar & Practice

- Explains the essential points of French grammar using simple language
- Contains useful tips and key points to consolidate learning
- Clear, colour layout ensures learners find information quickly and easily
- Practice exercises help users retain knowledge
- Large format makes doing exercises easier

Pages: 320 • Format: 262 x 196 mm, PB
ePub ISBN: 9780007444687
Kindle ISBN: 9780007505555

Collins Easy Learning French Pronunciation

- Helpful, clear illustrations of the mouth assist students in the formation of sounds
- Helps learners recognize why their native language can lead to mispronunciation
- Includes FREE CD to improve pronunciation and fluency

Pages: 64 • Format: 308 x 146 mm, HB + CD
Pub date: 11/04/2013

Collins Easy Learning French Dictionary

- Complete language learning support
- Find us at www.collins.co.uk/languagesupport

Pages: 680 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/05/2014

Collins Easy Learning French Verbs

- FREE verb wheel covers the most useful French verbs
- Shows all major tenses of the most important verbs in French
- Hundreds of examples show how each verb is used

Pages: 320 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
ePub ISBN: 9780007444991
Kindle ISBN: 9780007444491

Collins Easy Learning French Grammar & Practice

- Alphabetical index lists with over 2,000 widely-used verbs
- Explains the essential points of verb tenses using simple language
- Full glossary explaining key grammatical terminology, and hundreds of exercises
- Three books in one

Pages: 720 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/04/2009

Collins Easy Learning French Pronunciation

- FREE verb wheel covers the most useful French verbs
- Shows all major tenses of the most important verbs in French
- Hundreds of examples show how each verb is used
Easy Learning French

Collins Easy Learning French Idioms
- Includes 250 quirky and interesting idioms arranged into different themes
- Useful sample phrases illustrate the idioms in context, allowing for more natural-sounding French
- Handy notes explain cultural differences

Pages: 256 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 29/04/2010
Kindle ISBN: 9780007444939

Collins Easy Learning French Study Dictionary with IPA (Export Only)
- Clear, colour layout makes it the easiest-to-use French dictionary on the market
- Includes section on how to use the dictionary and a Language Skills supplement
- Fully up-to-date coverage with IPA and phonetics for all entries

Pages: 680 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/12/2007
Kindle ISBN: 9780007444861

Collins Easy Learning French Conversation
- Contains grammar and verb supplements and a comprehensive list of relevant vocabulary
- Thousands of phrases and examples show how to communicate naturally
- FREE audio download helps learners communicate with confidence

Pages: 320 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2006
Kindle ISBN: 9780007444564

Collins Easy Learning French Vocabulary
- Thousands of words and phrases arranged by topics to help develop vocabulary
- Contains all the words needed to communicate effectively and naturally
- Comprehensive index in English

Pages: 256 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/07/2012
Kindle ISBN: 9780007471775

Collins Webster’s Easy Learning French Idioms
- Includes 250 quirky and interesting idioms arranged into different themes
- Useful example phrases show the idioms in context, allowing for more natural-sounding French
- Handy notes explain cultural differences

Pages: 256 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/07/2011

Over 2 million copies of the Easy Learning range sold.
Collins Complete & Unabridged Spanish Dictionary 40th Anniversary Edition
(Ninth Edition)

- With over 315,000 references, this is the largest Spanish dictionary on the market
- Includes Language in Use supplement to help communicate in natural, idiomatic Spanish
- Coverage of both European and Latin American Spanish

ISBN: 9780007382385 • Price: £35.00
Pages: 2208 • Format: 260 x 190 mm, HB
Pub date: 03/03/2011

Collins Unabridged Spanish eDictionaries

- English-Spanish and Spanish-English eDictionaries are available separately
- Ideal for those wanting translations rather than definitions as they read on their Kindle devices

Price: £14.99 • Pages: 2208 • EB
Pub date: 01/01/2013

Collins Unabridged English–Spanish Dictionary e-book
ISBN: 9780007501601

Collins Unabridged Spanish–English Dictionary e-book
ISBN: 9780007501618

Collins Concise Spanish Dictionary
(Eighth Edition)

- Fully revised and updated, with over 226,000 references and 237,000 translations
- In-depth treatment of the most complex words in both Spanish and English
- Weblinks give further information on a range of topics

ISBN: 9780007369805 • Price: £23.50
Pages: 1376 • Format: 234 x 156 mm, HB PLC
Pub date: 05/01/2012

Collins Spanish Dictionary & Grammar
(Seventh Edition)

- Revised and updated coverage of today’s English and Spanish, with over 80,000 references and 110,000 translations
- Ideal for intermediate learners wanting to take their skills to the next level

Pages: 1216 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/05/2014

(Sixth Edition)
Pub date: 04/03/2010

Spanish

‘The best and most used Spanish–English/English–Spanish dictionary...

Professor Colin Smith pioneered the publication of the first Spanish–English/English–Spanish dictionary in 1971.
His aim was to make it relevant to learners of English and Spanish in their everyday life.
Spanish

... a formidable achievement that provided a blueprint for any future bilingual dictionary’ - The Independent

He achieved this by ensuring that the Collins Spanish Dictionary represented real-life examples from spoken and written English, European Spanish and Latin American Spanish by working with native-speaking scholars. The first edition took twenty years to create, but the work invested in it remains at the heart of the Collins Spanish range today.

Collins Advanced Spanish Grammar with Practice Exercises
- Full coverage of the key areas for intermediate and advanced students of Spanish
- User-friendly layout explains the grammar points with helpful examples
- Hundreds of examples and translations illustrate each point
- Practice exercises help users retain knowledge
- Large format makes doing exercises easier

Pages: 272 • Format: 234 x 178 mm, PB
Pub date: 04/07/2013

Collins Pocket Spanish Dictionary (Seventh Edition)
- Full coverage of the key areas for intermediate and advanced students of Spanish
- User-friendly layout explains the grammar points with helpful examples
- Hundreds of examples and translations illustrate each point
- Practice exercises help users retain knowledge
- Large format makes doing exercises easier

Pages: 672 • Format: 152 x 108 mm, VL
Pub date: 03/01/2013

Collins Spanish Essential Dictionary
- A handy and affordable quick reference guide to Spanish
- Comprehensive and up-to-the-minute coverage of Spanish and English, with additional notes warning the user of easily confused words
- Clear layout and handy alphabet tabs make it even easier to find exactly the word you need

Pages: 648 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Spanish Essential Dictionary & Grammar
- Clear, colour layout and alphabet tabs make finding information easy
- Full coverage of GCSE words and phrases in one portable volume
- Full step-by-step guide to Spanish grammar in a clear layout

Pages: 800 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 06/01/2011

Collins Spanish Gem Dictionary (Fourth Edition)
- Clear, colour layout ensures that you can quickly find the information you need
- Handy ‘take-anywhere’ format, with a complete guide to Spanish grammar
- Easy-to-follow explanations with examples illustrating each point

Pages: 640 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL
Pub date: 05/01/2012

Collins Gem Spanish Grammar
- Clear, colour layout ensures that you can quickly find the information you need
- Handy ‘take-anywhere’ format, with a complete guide to Spanish grammar
- Easy-to-follow explanations with examples illustrating each point

Pages: 640 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL
Pub date: 05/01/2012
**Easy Learning Spanish**

**Collins Easy Learning Spanish Dictionary**  
(Seventh Edition)
- Ideal dictionary for those aiming for GCSE exam success – endorsed by Edexcel  
- Key curriculum words are highlighted to help with exam preparation  
- With a fun, practical supplement and verb tables

Pages: 680 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/05/2014

(Sixth Edition)  
Pages: 630 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/01/2012

**Collins Easy Learning Spanish Grammar**  
(Second Edition)
- Easily accessible information with a full glossary explaining key grammatical terminology  
- Comprehensive treatment of Spanish grammar written in clear, simple language  
- Complete coverage of regular verb conjugations

Pages: 320 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Published date: 06/01/2011

**Collins Easy Learning Spanish Grammar & Practice**
- Explains the essential points of Spanish grammar using simple language  
- Hundreds of carefully designed exercises  
- Clear, colour layout ensures learners find information quickly and easily  
- Practice exercises help users retain knowledge

Pages: 64 • Format: 208 x 146 mm, HB + CD
Pub date: 11/04/2013

**Collins Easy Learning Spanish Pronunciation**
- Includes FREE CD with recordings by a native Spanish speaker  
- Helpful, clear illustrations of the mouth assist students in the formation of sounds  
- Suitable for self-study or for classroom use

Pages: 64 • Format: 208 x 146 mm, PB
Pub date: 11/04/2013

**Collins Easy Learning Complete Spanish Grammar, Verbs and Vocabulary**
- A handy 3-in-1 book: grammar, verbs, and vocabulary in one volume – ideal for beginners  
- Includes grammar guide, 120 verb tables, and 50 vocabulary topics covering 5,000 words  
- Full glossary gives clear and simple explanations of grammatical terminology

Pages: 720 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 30/04/2009

**Collins Webster's Easy Learning Spanish Idioms**
- Includes 250 quirky and interesting idioms arranged into different themes  
- Useful example phrases show the idioms in context, allowing for more natural-sounding Spanish  
- Handy notes explain cultural differences

Pages: 256 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 07/07/2011
Collins Easy Learning Spanish is the perfect way to get grips with a new language, or refresh your old skills.
Italian

**Collins Complete & Unabridged Italian Dictionary**  
(Third Edition)
- Includes vocabulary from a wide range of fields, 182,000 references and 247,000 translations
- Language in Use supplement gives real-life examples
- Clear, easy-to-read layout and special treatment of complex words

Pub date: 01/01/2013  
ISBN: 9780007367832  
Price: £45.00  
Pages: 1760  
Format: 255 x 180 mm, HB

**Collins Unabridged Italian eDictionaries**
- English–Italian and Italian–English eDictionaries are available separately
- Ideal for those wanting translations rather than definitions as they read on their Kindle devices

Collins Unabridged English–Italian Dictionary e-book  
ISBN: 9780007505700

Collins Unabridged Italian–English Dictionary e-book  
ISBN: 9780007505717

**Collins Italian Dictionary & Grammar**  
(Third Edition)
- Includes vocabulary from a wide range of fields, 182,000 references and 247,000 translations
- Language in Use supplement gives real-life examples
- Clear, easy-to-read layout and special treatment of complex words

ISBN: 9780007485379  
Price: £13.99  
Pages: 1152  
Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB

**Collins Pocket Italian Dictionary**  
(Seventh Edition)
- Includes an in-depth supplement about Italy, its people and its language
- Special treatment of difficult and commonly confused words, with full GCSE coverage
- All the latest words in both languages

ISBN: 9780007485355  
Price: £9.99  
Pages: 672  
Format: 151 x 108 mm, VL

**Collins Gem Italian Dictionary**  
(Ninth Edition)
- Easy-to-read colour layout with attention drawn to key words
- Full GCSE coverage in a handy, ‘take-anywhere’ format
- User-friendly Phrasefinder supplement for travellers, including a handy menu-reader section

ISBN: 9780007437931  
Price: £4.99  
Pages: 640  
Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL

Pub date: 05/01/2012
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collins Easy Learning Italian Dictionary</td>
<td>9780007553039</td>
<td>£10.99</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>262 x 196 mm, PB</td>
<td>27/03/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Easy Learning Italian Grammar &amp; Practice</td>
<td>9780007456000</td>
<td>£10.99</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>262 x 196 mm, PB</td>
<td>07/06/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Easy Learning Italian Verbs</td>
<td>9780007369775</td>
<td>£7.99</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>197 x 130 mm, PB</td>
<td>06/04/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Easy Learning Italian Grammar (Second Edition)</td>
<td>9780007369783</td>
<td>£7.99</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>197 x 130 mm, PB</td>
<td>06/04/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Easy Learning Complete Italian Grammar, Verbs &amp; Vocabulary</td>
<td>9780007324958</td>
<td>£12.99</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>197 x 130 mm, PB</td>
<td>04/03/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Easy Learning Italian Vocabulary (Second Edition)</td>
<td>9780007242177</td>
<td>£8.99</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>197 x 130 mm, PB</td>
<td>01/05/2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Features**

- **Collins Easy Learning Italian Dictionary (Fourth Edition)**
  - Up-to-date, easy-reference dictionary with practical and fun supplements
  - Entries cover everyday Italian and English – ideal for learners of all ages
  - Includes a full guide to using the dictionary, essential grammar pages, and coverage on the most common errors and confusable words

- **Collins Easy Learning Italian Grammar & Practice**
  - An up-to-date dictionary and a user-friendly grammar guide in one handy volume
  - Over 90,000 references and 118,000 translations
  - Thousands of phrases and examples guiding the user to the most appropriate translation

- **Collins Easy Learning Italian Verbs (Second Edition)**
  - Shows all the major tenses of the most important verbs in Italian in full
  - FREE verb wheel covers the most used tenses for 28 essential Italian verbs
  - Clear, colour layout ensures information is easily accessible

- **Collins Easy Learning Complete Italian Grammar, Verbs & Vocabulary**
  - A handy 3-in-1 book: grammar, verbs and vocabulary – ideal for beginners wanting an easy-to-understand reference
  - Grammar guide, 120 fully conjugated verb tables, and 50 vocabulary topics covering 5,000 words
  - Easily-accessible information with hundreds of examples

- **Collins Easy Learning Italian Vocabulary (Second Edition)**
  - Clear layout and 50 vocabulary sections make finding information quick and easy
  - Thousands of words and phrases arranged by topics to help build vocabulary
  - Each topic is split into essential, important and useful vocabulary

- **Collins Easy Learning Italian Conversation**
  - Thousands of phrases and examples help with natural-sounding conversation
  - Includes additional supplements on grammar and verbs, and a comprehensive list of relevant vocabulary
  - FREE audio download available
Collins German Dictionary: Complete and Unabridged (Eighth Edition)

- Comprehensive and authoritative coverage with over 350,000 references and 500,000 translations
- Now with new German spellings implemented and updated to include the latest vocabulary
- Language in Use guide enhances active language skills

ISBN: 9780007510832 • Price: £40.00
Pages: 2160 • Format: 260 x 190 mm, PLC + JKT • Pub date: 04/07/2013

Collins Concise German Dictionary (Seventh Edition)

- Fully updated for the new German spelling reform
- Contains 190,000 references and 240,000 translations
- New Capturing the Zeitgeist supplement gives a snapshot of recent developments in the German language

ISBN: 9780007369799 • Price: £25.00
Pages: 1536 • Format: 234 x 156 mm, PLC • Pub date: 07/07/2011

Collins German Dictionary & Grammar (Seventh Edition)

- A vital all-in-one book – ideal for intermediate students
- Over 90,000 references and 118,000 translations
- Colour headwords and cultural notes with an easy-to-use grammar section
- Comprehensive grammar guide presents detailed examples

Pages: 608 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL • Pub date: 03/01/2012

Collins Gem German Dictionary (Eleventh Edition)

- Contains useful Phrasefinder supplement with menu-reader and full GCSE coverage
- Handy format with a durable cover
- Includes notes on German culture and commonly-confused, difficult words

Pages: 640 • Format: 151 x 108 mm, VL • Pub date: 03/01/2013
### Collins Easy Learning German Dictionary (Eighth Edition)
- Endorsed by Edexcel with key curriculum words highlighted
- Thousands of examples of real German show exactly how translations are used
- Coverage on common grammatical errors and handy notes on culture

**ISBN:** 9780007530935 • **Price:** £9.99  
**Pages:** 688 • **Format:** 197 x 130 mm, PB  
**Pub date:** 08/05/2014

### Collins Easy Learning German Grammar & Practice
- Reliable, comprehensive and easy-to-understand grammar reference
- Concise notes provide information on common grammatical errors and confusable words
- Colour-coded and easy-to-use text gives a solid foundation for language learning

**ISBN:** 9780007356017 • **Price:** £10.99  
**Pages:** 320 • **Format:** 262 x 196 mm, PB  
**Pub date:** 07/06/2012

### Collins Easy Learning German Grammar (Third Edition)
- Provides easily accessible information, including new German spellings
- Comprehensive grammar coverage in clear language, illustrated by examples
- Thousands of verbs fully indexed and cross-referred to their conjugation model

**ISBN:** 9780007365818 • **Price:** £7.99  
**Pages:** 320 • **Format:** 197 x 130 mm, PB  
**Pub date:** 06/04/2011  
**ePub ISBN:** 978000744700  
**Kindle ISBN:** 9780007445004

### Collins Easy Learning German Verbs (Third Edition)
- Perfect for beginners looking for an easy-to-understand verb guide
- Includes a section on the formation and use of tenses in German
- FREE verb wheel, covering the most useful German verbs

**ISBN:** 9780007365768 • **Price:** £7.99  
**Pages:** 320 • **Format:** 197 x 130 mm, PB  
**Pub date:** 06/04/2011  
**ePub ISBN:** 9780007444717  
**Kindle ISBN:** 9780007445011

### Collins Easy Learning Complete German Grammar, Verbs and Vocabulary
- A handy 3-in-1 book: grammar, verbs and words
- Includes a grammar guide, 127 fully conjugated verb tables, and 50 vocabulary topics covering 5,000 words
- Clear, user-friendly layout provides easily accessible information

**ISBN:** 9780007324941 • **Price:** £12.99  
**Pages:** 720 • **Format:** 197 x 130 mm, PB  
**Pub date:** 04/03/2010

### Collins Easy Learning German Vocabulary (Third Edition)
- Designed for learners of all ages, with examples showing how phrases are really used
- Thousands of words and phrases arranged by topics to help develop vocabulary
- Colour layout and vocabulary sections make finding information easy

**ISBN:** 9780007365922 • **Price:** £7.99  
**Pages:** 256 • **Format:** 197 x 130 mm, PB  
**Pub date:** 05/07/2012  
**ePub ISBN:** 978000744495  
**Kindle ISBN:** 9780007444892

---

**Find us on Facebook**  
facebook.com/collinsdictionary  
**Follow @collinsdict on Twitter.**  
www.collins.co.uk
### Collins Chinese Dictionary (Third Edition)
- The most comprehensive Chinese dictionary – fully updated edition with 60,000 words, phrases and examples
- Includes both simplified and traditional characters
- Pinyin now provided for all Chinese headwords, head characters, phrases, examples and translations

Pages: 1296 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 01/02/2011

### Collins Essential Chinese Dictionary
- Radical index helps users find Chinese characters without knowing their pronunciation
- Traditional character variants provided throughout
- Contains essential words and phrases with a Practical Language supplement

Pages: 672 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/09/2011

### Collins Pocket Mandarin Chinese Dictionary (Third Edition)
- Ideal for anyone who needs reliable information in a handy, portable format
- Contains full Chinese radical index and Pinyin transcription
- Language in Action supplement helps with communication in Chinese and English

Pages: 672 • Format: 151 x 108 mm, PB
Pub date: 28/03/2013

### Collins Gem Chinese Dictionary (Second Edition)
- Full Pinyin romanization for all Chinese headwords, head characters, phrases, examples and translations
- Traditional character variants provided throughout
- Up-to-date coverage of today’s Chinese and English

Pages: 672 • Format: 131 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/04/2012

### Collins Easy Learning Chinese Characters
- Provides both simplified and traditional characters forms for the 250 most common characters
- Characters taught stroke-by-stroke in practice grids
- Characters are listed by topic to help build learners vocabulary

Pages: 256 • Format: 262 x 196 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/04/2012

### Collins Chinese Language and Culture
- A concise and comprehensive introduction to the complex subject of China’s language, history, culture and customs
- Contains essential phrases and the origins of the Chinese writing system
- Cultural notes from an expert

Pages: 256 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/04/2012
ePub ISBN: 9780007502424
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502417

‘Inspired. At last a book that will prove invaluable, not just to a learner of the Chinese language, but also to anyone curious about Chinese culture and festivals.’ – Chopsticks Club (UK’s premier networking Club for China-interested professionals) on Collins Chinese Language and Culture
Collins Polish Dictionaries

- Available in a range of formats for Polish speakers of all abilities
- Entries on life and culture in Polish-speaking and English-speaking countries
- Packed with examples, exercises and supplements – taking language skills to the next level

Collins Portuguese Dictionaries

- Fully revised to reflect the latest changes in Portuguese and English
- Useful examples and supplements build confidence in the language
- Different formats ensure speakers of all levels can access the information they need

Collins Polish Dictionary & Grammar
Pages: 1216 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 01/09/2011

Collins Easy Learning Polish Dictionary (Second Edition)
Pages: 680 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 24/10/2013

Collins Portuguese Dictionary & Grammar
ISBN: 9780007289608 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 736 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/03/2009

Collins Portuguese Dictionary
Pages: 960 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 20/06/2013

Collins Pocket Portuguese Dictionary (Sixth Edition)
Pages: 672 • Format: 111 x 106 mm, VL
Pub date: 14/03/2013

Collins Gem Portuguese Dictionary (Seventh Edition)
Pages: 672 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL
Pub date: 14/03/2013

Collins Portuguese Dictionary & Grammar
ISBN: 9780007324712 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010

Collins Greek Dictionaries

- Phrasefinder supplement gives travellers all the essential phrases they need
- Quick guide to the most common words and phrases found in Greek cafés and restaurants
- Up-to-date coverage of today's Greek and English

Collins Greek Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007324743 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 736 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/03/2019

Collins Pocket Turkish Dictionary

- Up-to-date coverage of today’s Turkish and English
- Includes a handy supplement of Turkish and English grammar
- Clear, user-friendly layout makes finding information fast

Collins Gem Turkish Dictionary

- Durable ‘take-anywhere’ format is ideal for travellers
- Designed for all levels of language learners
- Clear, colour layout makes information accessible

Collins Turkish Dictionary
Pages: 480 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/03/2011

Collins Easy Learning Turkish Dictionary
Pages: 384 • Format: 151 x 108 mm, VL
Pub date: 09/03/2011

Collins Gem Greek Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007324720 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010
Other Languages

Collins Russian Dictionaries

- Include all the latest words in both languages
- Information on Russian life and culture
- Variety of sizes available to meet every user's needs

Collins Latin Dictionaries

- Include information on Roman history, life and culture
- Extensive coverage of Latin and English
- Packed with supplements on Latin verbs, nouns and names

Collins Russian Dictionary (Fourth Edition)
ISBN: 9780007289615 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 768 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL
Pub date: 05/02/2009

Collins Russian Dictionary & Grammar (Third Edition)
Pages: 1264 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PLC
Pub date: 04/07/2013

Collins Pocket Russian Dictionary
Pages: 768 • Format: 151 x 108 mm, VL
Pub date: 07/04/2008

Collins Latin Dictionary & Grammar
Pages: 640 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 02/01/2006

Collins Latin Language and Roman Culture
Pages: 320 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 07/06/2012

Collins Latin Pocket Dictionary
Pages: 768 • Format: 151 x 108 mm, PB
Pub date: 02/06/2011

Collins Latin Dictionary (Second Edition)
ISBN: 9780007244142 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 768 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL
Pub date: 02/03/2006

Collins Mini Gem English–Ukrainian Dictionary

- Portable, durable format is ideal for travellers
- Up-to-date coverage of Ukrainian and English languages
- Designed for all levels of language learners

ISBN: 9780007498765 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL
Pub date: 02/08/2012
Other Languages

Collins Vietnamese Dictionaries

- Two-way translations: Vietnamese–English and English–Vietnamese
- Up-to-date coverage of today's Vietnamese and English
- Designed for all levels of language learner

Collins Easy Learning Vietnamese Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007543229 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010

Collins Gem Vietnamese Dictionary
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010

Collins Pocket Vietnamese Dictionary
Pages: 448 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/04/2012

Collins Vietnamese Dictionaries

- Including all the everyday words and phrases used in today's Korean and English
- Designed for all levels of language learners, whether at home, at school, or abroad
- All Korean is transcribed using the Roman alphabet

Collins Pocket Korean Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007454211 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/03/2011

Collins Gem Korean Dictionary
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010

Collins Korean Dictionaries

- Ideal for anyone needing a wealth of reliable information
- Easy to use
- Words, phrases and translations are shown with their romanized transcription

Collins Pocket Japanese Dictionary
Pages: 480 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/03/2011

Collins Gem Japanese Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007264056 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010

Collins Japanese Dictionaries

- Handy, portable formats – particularly ideal for travellers
- Up-to-date coverage of today's Thai and English
- All Thai words, phrases and translations are shown with their romanized transcription – ideal for beginners

Collins Pocket Thai Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007324716 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010

Collins Gem Thai Dictionary
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010

Collins Thai Dictionaries

- Portable format and user-friendly layout, particularly ideal for travellers
- Up-to-date coverage of today's Arabic and English

Collins Pocket Arabic Dictionary
Pages: 480 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/03/2011

Collins Gem Arabic Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007124750 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010

Collins Malay Dictionaries

- Designed for all levels of language learner, whether at home, at school, or at work
- Translations shown in examples to show how to really use Malay and English

Collins Easy Learning Malay Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007542929 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 1104 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/11/2007

Collins Gem Malay Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007264056 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 144 • Format: 170 x 98 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/11/2007

Collins Pocket Malay Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007543212 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/04/2012

Collins Malay Dictionaries

- All Arabic words, phrases and translations are phonetically transcribed – ideal for beginners
- Contains all the everyday words and phrases used in today's Arabic and English

Collins Pocket Arabic Dictionary
ISBN: 9780007124750 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 448 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
Pub date: 03/06/2010
Irish and Welsh

Collins Irish Dictionaries

- A wide variety of formats ensure users of every level have access to reliable information
- Clear and easy-to-understand guides to Irish
- Examples, supplements and exercises take language skills to new levels

Explore the languages of the UK and Ireland with this great range of dictionaries from Collins.
Can You Eat, Shoot & Leave?
(Workbook)

- A punctuation workout for both sticklers and rookies – perfect for fans of Lynne Truss’ original
- An introductory questionnaire helps readers identify their level of punctuation prowess
- Challenge Yourself format activities cover origin, usage rules and their exceptions

Pages: 160 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 06/10/2011
ePub ISBN: 9780007461363
Kindle ISBN: 9780007461370

Collins Improve your Writing

- The essential guide to writing English, helping readers develop written communication skills
- Ideal for students of all subjects, and of all ages
- Witty cartoons by Hunt Emerson

Pages: 240 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/02/2009

Collins Improve your Punctuation

- The plain guide to punctuation – the ‘nuts and bolts’ of the English language
- Includes Ten Golden Rules of Punctuation by a Victorian schoolmistress
- Contains wittty cartoons by Hunt Emerson and the ’ultimate punctuation test’

Pages: 192 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/02/2009

Collins Improve your Grammar

- The plain guide to the clear presentation of written language
- Features the thirteen ‘gremlins of grammar’, from apostrophes to verbs
- Ideal for students of all subjects, and of all ages

Pages: 240 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/02/2009

For language lovers who want to express themselves better at work or in life, or simply have fun with English.
Collins School Dictionary
- Perfect companion for all students aged 10–14
- Over 20,000 entries, many new or updated, it includes National Curriculum vocabulary up to Key Stage 3 or 4

Pages: 960 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PLC
Pub date: 13/02/2014

Collins School Thesaurus
- Clear and easy-to-use layout, with an alphabetical indicator on each page
- Includes thousands of synonyms and antonyms as well as short definitions for all main entry words
- Pedagogical features help to extend students’ vocabulary including coverage on overused words

Pages: 960 • Format: 151 x 108 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/02/2014

Collins Gem School Dictionary
- Planned in consultation with teachers, and supporting the requirements of the National Curriculum
- Clear, easy-to-use layout and interesting additional features

ISBN: 9780007456212 • Price: £4.50
Pages: 640 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL
Pub date: 05/01/2012

Collins Student’s Dictionary
- Based on the National Curriculum and informed by research with teachers
- Survival Guide to English supplement gives advice on good writing, exam techniques and giving presentations
- Includes a wide range of vocabulary, curriculum terms, and technical terms
- Designed for students aged 14+

Pages: 992 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PLC
Pub date: 05/05/2011

Collins Gem School Dictionary & Thesaurus
- The perfect reference for all students aged 10–14
- Choosing the Right Word supplement helps with frequently-confused words
- Dictionary and thesaurus texts on the same page

Pages: 832 • Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL
Pub date: 05/03/2009

Find our video guides to choosing the most suitable dictionary or thesaurus for school children at the ‘CollinsDictionary.com’ YouTube channel.
Collins First Dictionary
• An ideal introduction to A to Z dictionaries for children aged 4 and above about to start school
• The clear layout and colourful illustrations help to make learning easy, memorable and fun
• Fun and easy-to-use, this is the perfect first school dictionary

Pages: 160 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/07/2010

Collins Primary Illustrated Dictionary & Primary Thesaurus
• Especially designed for children aged 8 and over
• Contains full sentence definitions, example sentences, as well as synonyms, word histories, and pronunciation
• Collins Word Wizard gives extra grammar, writing and spelling support

Pages: 456 • Format: 210 x 170 mm, PB
Pub date: 01/05/2010

Collins Junior Illustrated Dictionary (Second Edition)
• New edition of the bestselling junior dictionary, specifically written to support the needs of children aged 6–8
• Full-sentence definitions and example sentences show the headword in a context familiar to children

Pages: 280 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/05/2014
First Edition
Pages: 280 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 01/05/2010

Collins Junior Illustrated Thesaurus (Second Edition)
• Especially designed for children aged 6–8
• Clear, user-friendly design, up-to-the-minute vocabulary and beautifully illustrated in full colour

Pages: 184 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/05/2014
First Edition
Pages: 240 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 01/05/2010

Collins Primary Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling
• A colourful revision guide with three easy sections for Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling, and a Spelling Dictionary for ages 7 – 11
• Friendly characters offer useful hints and tips to help children learn and revise for the KS2 Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling test
• Based on the new National Curriculum requirements
• Complements the Collins Primary Dictionary range

Pages: 160 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 10/04/2014

Collins Children’s Atlases and Children’s Reference
For more information about these titles, go to p.25
Collins Very First French Dictionary (Second Edition)

- An ideal first French dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key French vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583553 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Picture Dictionary

- A perfect introduction to Spanish for children as young as aged 3+
- Helps children develop their Spanish vocabulary and confidence with a foreign language
- Features a bold, clear design that won’t confuse young children

ISBN: 9780007203475 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 48 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 01/06/2005

Collins Primary Illustrated French Dictionary

- An ideal primary school dictionary of French for children aged 7-11, ideal for use at home and in the classroom.
- Themed pages, fun illustrations and simple examples help children to remember words and translations.
- Key phrases are highlighted, offering all the support needed for children to study the new curriculum.

Pages: 640 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/05/2014

Collins Primary Illustrated Spanish Dictionary

- Colourful layout and carefully selected illustrations make it easy to find information
- Ideal first bilingual dictionary for primary school
- Includes information on French and Spanish life and culture, and notes on language difficulties

French
Pages: 640 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/01/2012

Spanish
Pages: 640 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/01/2012

Collins Very First French Words

- Fun and engaging characters guide the children through the themes
- Features the first 300 words children age 3–6 need to learn
- Audio CD helps children to practise their pronunciation

Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- Beautifully illustrated scenes to inspire young learners
- Audio CD helps children to practise their pronunciation
- The first 300 Spanish words children need to learn

Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 272 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First French Words

- An ideal first French dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key French vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

Collins Very First Spanish Words

- An ideal first Spanish dictionary for children aged 6 and above, designed to introduce children to key Spanish vocabulary in a fun, easy and memorable way
- Thematic pages cover topics such as colours & clothes, hobbies, school and town
- Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at www.collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

ISBN: 9780007583546 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 80 • Format: 212 x 212 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014
Collins Language Club
Format: 297 x 210 mm, PB

- A perfect stand-alone course for 7 to 9 year olds, as well as a useful revision tool for school
- Book 1 CD full of songs and stories, Book 2 CD contains listening activities, tongue twisters and jokes
- Audio features native-speaker children so users can learn accents from someone their own age

French Club Book 1
Pages: 48 • Pub date: 14/03/2013

French Club Book 2
Pages: 60 • Pub date: 14/03/2013

Spanish Club Book 1
Pages: 48 • Pub date: 14/03/2013

Collins School Gems
Format: 111 x 76 mm, VL

- Ideal for secondary students looking for a compact, handy dictionary
- Key GCSE words are highlighted – perfect for studying for GCSE exams
- Based on the best-selling Easy Learning Dictionary text

Pages: 640 • Pub date: 07/01/2010

Collins Spanish School Dictionary (Second Edition)
ISBN: 9780007367849
Pages: 640 • Pub date: 06/01/2011

Collins German School Dictionary (Third Edition)
ISBN: 9780007367863
Pages: 608 • Pub date: 06/01/2011

Collins School Dictionaries
Format: 151 x 108 mm, PB • Price: £5.99

- Ideal for secondary school students looking for a dictionary that is clear, easy to use, and in a handy format
- Contains all the words and phrases students will need, with key curriculum words highlighted
- Clear, colour layout and alphabet tabs lead the students to information quickly

Collins Spanish School Dictionary (Second Edition)
ISBN: 9780007367863
Pages: 640 • Pub date: 06/01/2011

Collins German School Dictionary (Third Edition)
ISBN: 9780007367863
Pages: 608 • Pub date: 06/01/2011

ISBN: 9780007367849
Pages: 640 • Pub date: 06/01/2011

Collins Easy Learning French: Age 5–7
- Includes plenty of guidance for parents, so language learning can become a family activity
- Fun games help young children learn through practice

Pages: 24 • Format: 297 x 210 mm, PB
Pub date: 01/04/2010
SCRABBLE™ Dictionaries

The SCRABBLE™ Dictionaries

Perfect for casual players, these titles contain playable SCRABBLE™ words with short definitions. Our non-offensive word list dictionaries are great accompaniments for parents wanting to improve their children’s vocabulary.

Complete SCRABBLE™ word list dictionaries

- COLLINS ULTIMATE SCRABBLE™ DICTIONARY AND WORDLIST (Second Edition)
  The SCRABBLE™ Bible containing all playable words 2–15 letters in length, with definitions for all words 2–9 letters in length.
  ISBN: 9780007537969
  Price: £25 • Pages: 1024
  Format: 260 x 190 mm, HB
  Pub date: 16/01/2014

- COLLINS SCRABBLE™ DICTIONARY (B Format) (Third Edition)
  The number one bestseller containing definitions for all playable words 2–9 letters in length.
  ISBN: 9780007537952
  Price: £9.99 • Pages: 896
  Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
  Pub date: 15/08/2013

- COLLINS SCRABBLE™ DICTIONARY
  A handy companion for use during play, containing definitions of unusual words and all playable words 2–7 letters in length.
  ISBN: 9780007543120
  Price: £14.99 • Pages: 896
  Format: 197 x 130 mm, HB
  Pub date: 15/08/2013

Non-offensive word list dictionaries

- COLLINS SCRABBLE™ DICTIONARY AND WORD CHECKER (A format)
  A handy companion for use during play, containing definitions of unusual words and all playable words 2–7 letters in length.
  ISBN: 9780007537945
  Price: £5.99 • Pages: 704
  Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
  Pub date: 10/10/2013

- COLLINS SCRABBLE™ DICTIONARY (Third Edition)
  A portable pocket-sized dictionary for all playable words 2–7 letters in length, with definitions for unusual words.
  ISBN: 9780007538126
  Price: £5.99 • Pages: 768
  Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
  Pub date: 09/10/2014
  Reissue
  ISBN: 9780007492763
  Price: £5.99 • Pages: 768
  Format: 111 x 76 mm, PB
  Pub date: 11/10/2012

MON OFFENSIVE W ORD LIST DICTIONARIES

- COLLINS SCRA BBLE™ DICTIONARY: Friends and Family Edition (Amazon Kindle edition: Amazon.co.uk only)
  The comprehensive list of all the words you can play – perfect for tournament adjudication and checking.
  ISBN: 9780007445080
  Pages: 864
  Format: EB • Pub date: 23/12/2011

- COLLINS SCRA BBLE™ TOURNAMENT AND CLUB DICTIONARY
  (Amazon Kindle Edition: Amazon.co.uk only)
  Your personal trainer. Words are sorted by length and type to help you study them as part of essential competition preparation.
  ISBN: 9780007445127
  Pages: 1184
  Format: EB • Pub date: 23/12/2011

SCRABBLE™ e-books & Apps

Perfectly packaged gifts for any SCRABBLE™ player, these titles offer word lists, definitions and great tips on how to win.

- COLLINS SCRA BBLE™ DICTIONARY: Friends and Family Edition
  The comprehensive list of all the words you can play – perfect for tournament adjudication and checking.
  ISBN: 9780007445080
  Pages: 864
  Format: EB • Pub date: 23/12/2011

- COLLINS SCRA BBLE™ TOURNAMENT AND CLUB DICTIONARY
  (Amazon Kindle Edition: Amazon.co.uk only)
  Your personal trainer. Words are sorted by length and type to help you study them as part of essential competition preparation.
  ISBN: 9780007445127
  Pages: 1184
  Format: EB • Pub date: 23/12/2011

- COLLINS SCRA BBLE™: PLAY LIKE A CHAMPION! (ePub Edition)
  Your portable SCRABBLE™ trainer, combining lists of unusual words with handy hints and tips.
  Pages: 256 • Format: EB • Pub date: 28/07/2011
  Kindle ISBN: 9780007445110

- Official SCRABBLE™ Words: Collins Checker and Solver for Android, iPhone and iPad

Mattel, the company behind SCRABBLE™, is introducing a new brand image for the world-famous SCRABBLE™ range of games. We are proud to present our range of SCRABBLE™ Dictionaries and Books in the brand new design. Whether seeking out that new highest word score, or introducing young learners to the joys of the English language, the Collins Scrabble Dictionary and Book range has something for everyone.
In 2012, Collins commissioned research into the popularity of Scrabble and the players who love the game. In particular, the research showed that there is still a strong casual board player market that uses books and dictionaries to help their play. Over 60% of respondents played with family and friends and 63% of players said they use reference material during the game. The Collins range has something for everyone and we’re really proud that our books both look great and contain all the content any player requires.
Collins Bradford's Crossword Solver's Dictionary (Ninth Edition)
- The new edition of this best-selling title
- Crafted and compiled by Anne Bradford based on her 50 years' experience of crossword solving
- Printed on special paper which makes the book stay open flat
- Solve cryptic and quick crosswords with over 250,000 solutions

Collins Bradford's Solver's Lists
- Over 100,000 solutions sorted into over 500 subject lists

Collins Bradford's Crossword Solver's Pocket Dictionary
- Includes over 125,000 solutions to cryptic and quick crossword clues, listed in an A–Z format

Collins Bradford's Crossword Solver's Lists (Third Edition)
- Pages: 800 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
- Pub date: 01/09/2011

Collins Bradford's Crossword Solver's Pocket Dictionary (Second Edition)
- Pages: 280 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
- Pub date: 19/06/2014

Collins Little Book of Crossword Secrets
- The secret knowledge all solvers of cryptic crosswords need in one accessible gift book
- This beautifully produced little book is a unique gift, perfect for any aspiring crossword enthusiast
- Accessible yet comprehensive

The Times How to Crack Cryptic Crosswords
Tim Moorey
- Ever been confused by cryptic crosswords? Expert crossword solver and setter Tim Moorey, dispels the misconception that cryptic crosswords are the preserve of the elite in this expanded new edition.
- Includes explanations, practice clues and solutions with clear explanations
- An accessible guide to help anyone learn to solve a cryptic crossword clue

The Times Cryptic Crossword
- Test your wordpower with the latest editions of this classic collection of 80 cryptic puzzles
- Each book is packed with 80 high-quality puzzles chosen by The Times’ Crossword Editor Richard Browne.
- Over 150,000 copies in this series have already been sold.

Collins Bradford's Crossword Solver's Pocket Dictionary
- Includes over 125,000 solutions to cryptic and quick crossword clues, listed in an A–Z format

Learn the secrets of crosswords, and find more to challenge yourself, with this great range of publications.
The Times Jumbo Crossword

The latest edition of this super-sized challenge for crossword lovers, selected by the times2 Crossword Editor, John Grimshaw.

Book 9
Pages: 144 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 11/09/2014

Book 8
Pages: 144 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 12/09/2013

The Times Jumbo Cryptic Crossword

Each supremely challenging cryptic collection contains 50 jumbo-sized puzzles, conceived to really challenge your word skills.

• Selected by The Times’ Crossword Editor, Richard Browne
• The ultimate and only jumbo cryptic crosswords available

Pages: 128 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB

Book 13
ISBN: 9780007537579 • Pub date: 24/04/2014

Book 12
ISBN: 9780007491698 • Pub date: 25/04/2013

The Times Jumbo Cryptic Crossword Gift Set (3 book set)

The first 3 books in The Times Jumbo Cryptic Crossword series packaged together for the first time in an attractive gift set. The ideal gift for the serious cryptic crossword addict.

• Over 100 cryptic crosswords from The Times
• The world’s most challenging cryptic crosswords

ISBN: 9780007537691 • Price: £23.97
Pages: 320 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, PB
Pub date: 10/10/2013

The Times2 Crossword

Give your brain a workout with 80 definition-only puzzles from the times2.

• Compiled by the times2 Crossword Editor John Grimshaw
• Each book covers a wide range of topics, from geography to literature, history and culture

Pages: 192 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, PB
Price: £4.99

Book 18
ISBN: 9780007517848 • Pub date: 24/04/2014

Book 17
ISBN: 9780007491681 • Pub date: 14/03/2013

The Times2 Crossword Collections

Taken from the times2 section of The Times. Utterly addictive, yet concise enough to be solved quickly.

• Each collection includes 160 accessible general knowledge crosswords
• Includes a wide range of topics including geography, literature, history and culture

Pages: 368 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Price: £7.99

Collection 2
ISBN: 9780007532216 • Pub date: 15/08/2013

Collection 1
ISBN: 9780007519033 • Pub date: 10/10/2013

The Sun Quick Crossword Book 1

The Sun presents this cracking collection of 200 fun, quick crossword puzzles, allowing you to while away your free moments, or zone out on the daily commute.

ISBN: 9780007580729 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 224 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 05/06/2014

The Sun Two-Speed Crossword Collection 1

With 160 quick and cryptic style crosswords in this unique 2-speed format, you have everything you need for a word workout with Britain’s bestselling crossword puzzle from the Sun.

Pages: 384 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 08/05/2014
**The Times Little Book of Chess Secrets**
- Written by Raymond Keene OBE, Britain's senior chess grandmaster
- Informative notes on the history, culture and personalities of chess
- A beautifully-packaged book – the perfect gift for any chess lover looking for something a little bit different

Pages: 256 • Format: 150 x 100 mm, HB
Pub date: 07/11/2013

---

**The Times Improve your Bridge Game**
- Based on The Times Bridge column, this is an extensive bridge guide aimed at the less experienced or social player who wants to improve their game.
- Written by top British Bridge player and teacher Andrew Robson

Pages: 208 • Format: 150 x 100 mm, PB
Pub date: 10/04/2014
ePub ISBN: 9780007565030

---

**Collins Little Book of Bananagrams Secrets**
- A hundred and one top tips that will boost your Bananagrams playing power
- A beautifully-packaged book offering something a little bit different
- Tactical insights that are perfect for Bananagrams fans of all ages

Pages: 128 • Format: 150 x 100 mm, PB
Pub date: 02/10/2014
ePub ISBN: 9780007588312

---

**Collins Word Search Brain Teaser**
- 250 puzzles created from Collins’ unique database of English words
- Astounding new puzzles and brain teasers will have word wizards working for hours

Pages: 156 • Format: 178 x 111 mm, SP
Price: £6.99 • Pub date: 11/10/2012
Brain Teaser 1
ISBN: 9780007585673
Brain Teaser 2
ISBN: 9780007585680

---

**Collins Word Search**
- Over 200 puzzles created from Collins’ unique database of English words
- Spiral-bound to make circling words easier
- Large, user-friendly format

Pages: 156 • Format: 246 x 189 mm, SP
Price: £6.99 • Pub date: 13/09/2012
Book 1
ISBN: 9780007477807
Book 2
ISBN: 9780007477814

---

**Collins Little Book of Bridge Secrets**
- Concise tips, perfect for beginners or players looking to improve
- Beautiful page design and layout makes it uniquely accessible
- The quirky format makes this Little Book a little bit different and the perfect gift

Pages: 256 • Format: 150 x 100 mm, HB
Pub date: 07/11/2013

---

**The Times Codeword 5**
- Compelling and addictive, Codeword is the cracking alternative to Su Dokus and Crosswords.
- Just pick up a pen and get puzzling. Steadily increases your vocabulary, as the difficulty grows
- Even though you’ll be working your brain, it’s the perfect way to unwind

ISBN: 9780007565020 • Price: £5.99
Pages: 192 • Format: 150 x 100 mm, PB
Pub date: 18/10/2013
Kindle ISBN: 9780007393371
Master this puzzle phenomenon with the amazing range from The Times.

- This best-selling range has something for every skill level
- The puzzles in the collection are of the highest quality – and guaranteed to provide hours of mind-stretching entertainment
- The Killer and Ultimate Killer Sudoku titles for experts have an extra mathematical element to make them a real challenge

For the full Su Doku lists, please see the order form.
Quizzes

The Sun Pub Quiz

- Britain’s favourite newspaper presents 4,000 quiz questions and answers for anyone thirsty for trivia
- Quizzes cover everything from pop stars to death stars, with a mixture of themes and potluck rounds
- Quizzes graded from simple brain-teasers to questions that would stump even the biggest egg-heads!

Collins Quiz Master

- With 4,000 brand new quiz questions to test your general knowledge to the limit
- Set the pace as quiz master for family and friends, or pit yourself against the Collins Quiz Master, with Easy, Medium and Difficult sections
- Quizzical fun for all the family

Collins Quiz Night

- Contains more than 200 quizzes and 4,000 questions covering all the main themes
- Quizzes are graded so you can work your way up
- Perfect for family and friends

Collins Pub Quiz

- 200 quizzes perfect for family and friends
- Covers all the major themes as well as questions on bizarre trivia
- Questions range from friendly teasers to difficult conundrums

Collins quiz books are specifically designed to test the brain power of any quiz fan, whether expert or beginner. So whether you want to challenge your friends at the pub, host your very own sporting quiz night, or simply test your own knowledge, Collins has something for you!
Collins Quiz Gift Set (2 book set)
- The ideal gift for the serious quiz enthusiast or pub quiz team
- Over 8000 general knowledge questions
- Quizzes are graded so you can work your way up

Pages: 224 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 12/09/2013

Collins Unofficial GAA Quiz Book
- With 100 ready-to-ask quizzes ranging from the very easy to the very hard, there’s something to challenge every Irish sports fan
- Covers the provincial championships, the All-Ireland Senior Football Championship, and All-Ireland Senior Hurling Championship

Pages: 224 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 11/09/2014

Collins Cycling Quiz Book
- 100 cracking quizzes on the fastest-growing sport in the UK
- Covers the Tour de France, the Olympics, road racing, time trials, mountain biking, plus great figures and feats of the sport, past and present
- A must-have book for cycling lovers of all ages

Pages: 224 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 12/09/2013

Collins Sports Quiz Book
- Perfect for playing with family or brushing up on trivia to show off
- With 100 quizzes, graded from easy to hard
- Questions cover everything from football and athletics to bog snorkelling

Pages: 224 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/09/2012
ePub ISBN: 9780007502363
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502356

Collins Football Quiz Book
- 100 quizzes on the world of football
- Covers Premiership and Championship, the World Cup, and great legends of the past
- Suitable for both children and adults
- Quizzes are graded so users can work their way up

Pages: 224 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
ePub ISBN: 9780007502349
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502332

Collins Cricket Quiz Book
- With 100 quizzes on Test cricket, ODIs, Twenty20, the IPL, and great players
- Quizzes are graded so readers can work their way up
- Ideal for children and adults alike
- Answers to questions are easy to find

Pages: 224 • Format: 197 x 130 mm, PB
Pub date: 13/09/2012
ePub ISBN: 9780007502370
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502363

Collins Quiz Night
- Easy – e-book
ePub ISBN: 9780007502226
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502219
Medium – e-book
ePub ISBN: 9780007502240
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502233
Difficult – e-book
ePub ISBN: 9780007502284
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502277

Collins Quiz Pub Quiz
- Easy – e-book
ePub ISBN: 9780007502288
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502271
Medium – e-book
ePub ISBN: 9780007502301
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502295
Difficult – e-book
ePub ISBN: 9780007502318
Kindle ISBN: 9780007502302
Language hacker Benny Lewis shows how anyone anywhere can learn any language without leaving their home, using a simple toolkit and by harnessing the power of the Internet.

Benny definitely wasn't born with the 'language gene'. After graduating in electronic engineering in his native Ireland he spent six months in Spain struggling to learn Spanish. This frustrating experience fuelled his determination to take a different approach to learning foreign languages.

Today he speaks over ten languages including Mandarin Chinese, Arabic, French, German, Portuguese, and Hungarian. Most recently, he succeeded in learning Japanese whilst living in Spain. This typifies one of his '3-month challenges' where he targets a new language with the aim of becoming fluent within just three months. He charts his progress on his blog, proving that his techniques allow anyone to learn a language from anywhere.

Benny's blog, also called Fluent in 3 Months, is the largest language learning blog in the world, receiving over 400,000 unique visitors a month. Benny's methods can be applied to any language, leaving the learner in complete control.

“Benny Lewis is the Eckhart Tolle of language learning. Fluent in 3 Months is the definitive self-help guide for anyone who wants to master a foreign language.”

The Guardian
Paul Noble Language Courses

The UK’s number 1 bestselling language course.

One-to-one courses with your personal language coach

- Paul Noble’s approachable and confidence-building manner, combined with his expert knowledge and unique teaching style, has been proven to work for learners who have struggled with a particular language in the past
- Learn French with Paul Noble is the UK’s bestselling language course
- By providing the building blocks for speaking, Paul Noble’s coaching makes it easy for complete beginners to construct sentences and – in 12 hours – be able to converse in the language: no textbooks or complicated grammar, just listen and respond
- Learners benefit from a real native-speaking expert alongside Paul on the CDs to perfect their pronunciation

- All the benefits of the larger courses – but shorter. Paul’s Destination courses will equip learners with the essentials they need in just 150 minutes
- Paul repositions language learning as a practical skill, not an academic subject, and his mantra is: “Don’t try to remember, just relax, listen and respond.”

Paul Noble became a member of MENSA aged 14, and has taught himself to speak five languages. By 30, he had devised his language learning method and founded the Paul Noble Language Institute.

Learn French with Paul Noble
Pages: 80 • Format: 224 x 162 mm, 12xCD
Pub date: 13/09/2012

Learn German with Paul Noble
Pages: 80 • Format: 224 x 162 mm, 12xCD
Pub date: 13/09/2012

Learn Spanish with Paul Noble
Pages: 80 • Format: 224 x 162 mm, 12xCD
Pub date: 13/09/2012

Learn Italian with Paul Noble
Pages: 80 • Format: 224 x 162 mm, 12xCD
Pub date: 13/09/2012

Destination Spanish with Paul Noble
Pages: 24 • Format: 192 x 135 mm, 2xCD
Pub date: 11/04/2013

Destination French with Paul Noble
Pages: 24 • Format: 192 x 135 mm, 2xCD
Pub date: 11/04/2013

Destination Italian with Paul Noble
Pages: 24 • Format: 192 x 135 mm, 2xCD
Pub date: 11/04/2013
Easy Learning Audio Courses

Format: 192 x 135 mm

- Each stage contains 4 hours of audio split into 12 units
- Audio-only courses provide a natural action-based approach to language learning, without the need for complex grammar
- Ideal for beginners, these courses focus on listening and speaking, and can be downloaded directly to MP3 players for on-the-go learning
- Also available to download from Audible, Apple and other online retailers

Collins Easy Learning Spanish: Stage 2
Pages: 3 x CD + 48pp • Pub date: 20/06/2013

Collins Easy Learning Complete Italian (Stages 1 and 2) Box Set
Pages: 6 x CD + 96pp • Pub date: 20/06/2013

Collins Easy Learning German
Pages: 3 x CD + 48pp • Pub date: 20/06/2013

Collins Easy Learning Mandarin
Pages: 3 x CD + 48pp • Pub date: 20/06/2013

Collins Easy Learning Greek
Pages: 3 x CD + 48pp • Pub date: 20/06/2013

Collins Easy Learning Japanese
Pages: 3 x CD + 48pp • Pub date: 20/06/2013

Collins Phrasebook & Dictionaries
Pages: 192 • Format: 145 x 105 mm, PB
Pub date: 07/04/2008 • Prices: £4.99-5.99

- 4 books in 1 – a photo guide, a phrasebook, a menu reader and a 5,000-word dictionary
- Language reflects everyday speech, no lengthy sentences to struggle and sweat over
- FREE MP3 and iPod audio download available
Collins Gem Phrasebooks

Format: 117 x 82 mm, PB
Pages: 256 • Pub date: 13/05/2010
Price: £4.50-£4.99

• Ideal for getting by on a holiday when English isn’t going to cut it
• Reliable, portable and easy to use
• Includes travel information and tips, Face to Face conversation sections and a 3,000-word dictionary

Arabic (Second edition)
ISBN: 9780007358496

French (Third Edition)
ISBN: 9780007358888
CD Pack ISBN: 9780007335489

German (Third edition)
ISBN: 9780007358557

Greek (Third Edition)
ISBN: 9780007358526

Italian (Third Edition)
ISBN: 9780007358564

Spanish (Third Edition)
ISBN: 9780007358811

Japanese (Second Edition)
ISBN: 9780007358502

Mandarin (Second Edition)
ISBN: 9780007358588

Portuguese (Third Edition)
ISBN: 9780007358540

Turkish (Second Edition)
ISBN: 9780007358533

E-books for the Spanish-Speaking Traveller
Price: £2.99

Collins Inglés para Viajar
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476855

Collins Francés para Viajar
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476862

Collins Alemán para Viajar
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476879

Collins Italiano para Viajar
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476886

Collins Portugués para Viajar
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476893

Collins Russo para Viajar
Kindle ISBN: 9780007494013

Collins China para Viajar
Kindle ISBN: 9780007494040

Collins Japonés para Viajar
Kindle ISBN: 9780007494057

Collins Árabe para Viajar
Kindle ISBN: 9780007494064

E-books for the Italian-Speaking Traveller
Price: £2.99

Collins Manuale di Conversazione Inglese
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476916

Collins Manuale di Conversazione Spagnolo
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476930

Collins Manuale di Conversazione Portoghese
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476947

Collins Manuale di Conversazione Tedesco
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476923

Collins Manuale di Conversazione Russo
Kindle ISBN: 9780007476909
A new series of graded non-fiction readers for learners of English introducing inspirational characters from history.

- Five or six short stories per book with historical characters telling their own life story
- Carefully graded across four levels
- Unique in its approach to reading – the engaging first person narration brings the historical characters to life
- Includes illustrations and an audio CD with a reading of the story
- Online resources include a free video per book and additional learning content for teachers and students

B-format + CD • £7.99

### January 2014
- **Amazing Leaders**
  - ISBN: 9780007544929
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556885
  - Level 1 (CEF: A2)

- **Amazing Inventors**
  - ISBN: 9780007544943
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556892
  - Level 1 (CEF: A2)

- **Amazing Aviators**
  - ISBN: 9780007544950
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556915
  - Level 2 (CEF: A2–B1)

- **Amazing Architects & Artists**
  - ISBN: 9780007544967
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556922
  - Level 2 (CEF: A2–B1)

- **Amazing Explorers**
  - ISBN: 9780007544974
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556939
  - Level 3 (CEF: B1)

- **Amazing Writers**
  - ISBN: 9780007544981
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556946
  - Level 3 (CEF: B1)

- **Amazing Thinkers & Humanitarians**
  - ISBN: 9780007544998
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556953
  - Level 4 (CEF: B2)

### February 2014
- **Amazing Scientists**
  - ISBN: 9780007545001
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556960
  - Level 4 (CEF: B2)

### March 2014
- **Amazing Entrepreneurs & Business People**
  - ISBN: 9780007545018
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556977
  - Level 1 (CEF: A2–B1)

### April 2014
- **Amazing Women**
  - ISBN: 9780007544936
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556984
  - Level 1 (CEF: A2–B1)

### May 2014
- **Amazing Entrepreneurs & Business People**
  - ISBN: 9780007545070
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556919
  - Level 1 (CEF: A2)

- **Amazing Writers**
  - ISBN: 9780007545063
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007556918
  - Level 4 (CEF: B2)

### June 2014
- **Amazing Performers**
  - ISBN: 9780007545087
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007557059
  - Level 1 (CEF: A2)

- **Amazing Medical People**
  - ISBN: 9780007545094
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007557066
  - Level 2 (CEF: A2–B1)

- **Amazing Scientists**
  - ISBN: 9780007545100
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007557073
  - Level 3 (CEF: B1)

- **Amazing Entrepreneurs & Business People**
  - ISBN: 9780007545117
  - ePub ISBN: 9780007557080
  - Level 4 (CEF: B2)
Letts Monster Practice

A unique series for children aged 3–7, combining all the fun and appeal of traditional character-based activity books with real educational value. Parents can be assured that these books match the new curriculum and provide invaluable practice in key skills, whilst children will love the characters, stickers, fun activities and monster mask.

“The slime recipe in the Fun Zone went down particularly well – I had to promise to make it at home! I think the Fun Zone is great.” Parent

“I like the pictures! They are really good. They are funny and have given me drawing ideas” Age 6
Collins Easy Learning

- Easy to use – clear guidance for parent and child
- Easy to learn – colourful and engaging activities keep motivation levels high
- Easy to remember – information and activities organised in clear, memorable chunks

Give children a head start with practice books that develop literacy and numeracy skills through lots of fun activities. Colourful and motivating, these books make learning fun. Helpful tips and answers are included to help support learning.

Collins Easy Learning English and Maths

Age 3–5
Price: £2.99
ABC
ISBN: 9780007300883
More ABC
ISBN: 9780007317318
First Phonics
ISBN: 9780007300860
Reading and Rhyme
ISBN: 9780007300884
Writing
ISBN: 9780007300891
More Writing
ISBN: 9780007317145
Counting
ISBN: 9780007300914
More Counting
ISBN: 9780007317169
Shapes, Colours and Patterns
ISBN: 9780007300921
Size and Measurement
ISBN: 9780007300938
Numbers
ISBN: 9780007300907
More Numbers
ISBN: 9780007317152
Price: £3.99
Starting School Book 1
ISBN: 9780007317176
Starting School Book 2
ISBN: 9780007317183

Age 4–5
ISBN: 9780007310141
Age 5–6
ISBN: 9780007310108
Age 6–7
ISBN: 9780007310165
Age 7–8
ISBN: 9780007310172
Age 8–9
ISBN: 9780007310189
Age 9–10
ISBN: 9780007310196

Age 5–7
Price: £3.99
Phonics
ISBN: 9780007461720
Phonics Workbook 1
ISBN: 9780007461705
Phonics Workbook 2
ISBN: 9780007461712
Phonics Workbook 3
ISBN: 9780007461729
Spelling Practice
ISBN: 9780007300969
Handwriting Practice
ISBN: 9780007301034
Handwriting Workbook 1
ISBN: 9780007317168
Handwriting Age Workbook 1
ISBN: 9780007317175
Handwriting Age Workbook 2
ISBN: 9780007317182
Handwriting Age Workbook 3
ISBN: 9780007449811
Writing
ISBN: 9780007461666
Vocabulary Practice
ISBN: 9780007461766
Grammar and Punctuation
ISBN: 9780007461741
Comprehension
ISBN: 9780007461658
Counting Practice
ISBN: 9780007300952
Telling Time
ISBN: 9780007317162
Mental Maths Practice
ISBN: 9780007301043

Age 6–8
Price: £3.99
Maths Age 6–8
ISBN: 9780007355980
English Age 6–8
ISBN: 9780007355985

Age 7–11
Price: £3.99
Spelling Age 7–9
ISBN: 9780007461608
Spelling Age 9–11
ISBN: 9780007461615
Handwriting Practice Age 7–9
ISBN: 9780007317196
Handwriting Age Workbook 1
ISBN: 9780007317182
Handwriting Age Workbook 2
ISBN: 9780007317199
Handwriting Age Workbook 3
ISBN: 9780007461660
Multiplication & Division Workbook 1
ISBN: 9780007461739
Maths Age 5–7
ISBN: 9780007355974
English Age 5–7
ISBN: 9780007355984

Age 7–9
Price: £3.99
Maths Age 6–8
ISBN: 9780007355980
English Age 6–8
ISBN: 9780007355985

Age 7–11
Price: £3.99
Spelling Age 7–9
ISBN: 9780007461608
Spelling Age 9–11
ISBN: 9780007461615
Handwriting Practice Age 7–9
ISBN: 9780007317196
Handwriting Age Workbook 1
ISBN: 9780007317182
Handwriting Age Workbook 2
ISBN: 9780007317199
Handwriting Age Workbook 3
ISBN: 9780007461660
Multiplication & Division Workbook 1
ISBN: 9780007461739
Maths Age 5–7
ISBN: 9780007355974
English Age 5–7
ISBN: 9780007355984

Collins Easy Learning KS2

Price: £3.99
Collins Revision for Key Stage 2 ensures children are fully prepared for the Key Stage 2 tests with full coverage of the topics required, engaging activities and clear guidance.

- Full coverage of topics required for the KS2 tests
- Engaging colourful activities
- Clear guidance and support for parents

KS2 English 10–11
ISBN: 9780007303269
KS2 Maths 10–11
ISBN: 9780007303352
KS2 Science 10–11
ISBN: 978000730357
Letts Success Skills Practice
This new series can be used for invaluable English and maths skills practice at home and in school. Each concept is clearly explained with clear examples supported by practice activities to build confidence ahead of assessments.

Letts Success Learn & Practice
Accessible revision content and focused practice material is clearly presented side-by-side, providing level-by-level learning and more practice material than the leading brand.

Letts Success 10-Minute Tests
Children can quickly check their progress and easily identify areas of strength and weakness using these 10-Minute Tests. Each test covers a different curriculum topic and includes suggestions on further revision to boost performance levels.

Letts Success Revision Guides and Workbooks
Widely used in schools, Letts Success provides accessible coverage of Key Stage 1 and 2. The Workbooks provide additional practice questions to test knowledge and highlight areas of weakness.

Letts Success Practice Test Papers
Focused assessment preparation and practice is provided in actual format papers so that children can become familiar with the content and style of the tests.

Letts Success Skills Practice
Spelling 7–9
9781844197026 • £5.99
Spelling 9–11
9781844197019 • £5.99
Times Tables 5–7
9781844197347 • £4.99
Times Tables 7–9
9781844197354 • £4.99
Mental Arithmetic 7–8
9781844197310 • £4.99
Mental Arithmetic 8–9
9781844197327 • £4.99
Mental Arithmetic 9–10
9781844197334 • £4.99
Mental Arithmetic 10–11
9781844197341 • £4.99
Comprehension 7–9
9781844197440 • £5.99
Comprehension 9–11
9781844197457 • £5.99
Grammar & Punctuation 7–9
9781844197433 • £5.99
Grammar & Punctuation 9–11
9781844197440 • £5.99

Letts Success Learn and Practice
English 10–11 Level 6
9781844197692 • £4.99
Maths 10–11 Level 6
9781844197692 • £4.99
Maths & English 7–8
9781844197637 • £3.99
Maths & English 8–9
9781844197644 • £3.99
Maths & English 9–10
9781844197651 • £3.99
Maths & English 10–11
9781844197668 • £3.99

Letts Success 10-Minute Tests
Key Stage 2 Success 10 Minute Tests
Maths 7–8
9781844197310 • £4.99
Maths 8–9
9781844197224 • £4.99
Maths 9–10
9781844197231 • £4.99
Maths 10–11
9781844197248 • £4.99

Letts Success Revision Guides and Workbooks
KS1 English Revision Guide
9781843157435 • £4.99
KS1 English Workbook
9781843157442 • £4.99
KS2 English Revision Guide
9781843157459 • £4.99
KS2 English Workbook
9781843157466 • £4.99
KS1 Maths Revision Guide
9781843157483 • £4.99
KS1 Maths Workbook
9781843157490 • £4.99
KS2 Maths Revision Guide
9781843157501 • £3.99
KS2 Maths Workbook
9781843157518 • £3.99
KS1 Science Revision Guide
9781843157532 • £4.99
KS1 Science Workbook
9781843157549 • £3.99
KS2 Science Revision Guide
9781843157556 • £4.99
KS2 Science Workbook
9781843157563 • £4.99
KS2 Science Practice Test Papers
9781844197422 • £12.99

Letts Phonics Success
This range of phonics workbooks can be used for invaluable phonics practice at home and is designed to complement all schemes used in schools.

KS1 Letts Phonics Workbook 1
ISBN: 9781844197003
Price: £5.99
KS1 Letts Phonics Workbook 2
ISBN: 9781844197019
Price: £5.99
KS1 Letts Phonics Workbook 3
ISBN: 9781844197026
Price: £5.99

Letts KS2 Success Grammar, Punctuation & Spelling
These new guides offer essential revision of all the grammar, punctuation and spelling skills that will be tested on the new SATs paper, to ensure success.

Grammar, Punctuation & Spelling Revision Guide
ISBN: 9781844197170
Price: £5.99
Grammar, Punctuation & Spelling Workbook
ISBN: 9781844197187
Price: £5.99

Letts KS2 Success Practice Test Papers
9781844197433 • £3.99
9781844197440 • £3.99
9781844197457 • £3.99
9781844197464 • £3.99

The Letts range of primary revision and practice resources provides children with accessible coverage of the key English and Maths skills taught and assessed in schools, giving them invaluable practice at home.
**Primary Revision and Practice**

**Collins Phonics and Spelling**
This series of puzzle books is linked to the spelling requirements of each primary year group. Each book contains a mixture of fun puzzle activities to practise and support phonics, word-building, spelling and vocabulary at home.

- A fun way to practise spelling and phonics
- Build understanding of spelling rules and patterns with clear examples
- Challenging activities to support more able children and practice activities for less confident children

**Collins Mental Maths**
These one-a-week mental maths test books support the development of key mathematical skills across Key Stage 1 and 2.

- A fun way to test maths understanding
- ‘How well did I do?’ progress charts help children track progress
- Notes provide support for parents

**Collins Key English Skills**
This series of six books boosts children’s literacy skills as they progress from Years 1–6.

- Ideal preparation for KS2 SATs and the new grammar, punctuation and spelling test
- Challenging activities to support more able children
- Practice activities for less confident children

**Collins Practice in the Basic Skills**
These Maths and English activity books are packed with practice questions to improve basic skills. Perfect for KS2, they can be used for SATs revision for extra practice and consolidation.

- Reinforce and supplement Maths and English work covered in class
- Clear easy-to-follow instructions
- Check progress quickly with the answers at the back

**Collins Key Stage 2 National Test Revision**
Simple eight-week revision programme with key information and practice test questions. The unique revision structure and highly visual content helps to make revision effective and stress-free.

- Price: £4.99
- English ISBN: 9780007517994
- Maths ISBN: 9780007176007

**Letts Make it Easy Complete Editions**
These complete editions combine all the exercises, activities and quick tests from our best-selling Make It Easy range.

- Price: £4.99
- Maths Age 5–6 ISBN: 9781844196685
- Maths Age 6–7 ISBN: 9781844196692
- Maths Age 7–8 ISBN: 9781844196708
- Maths Age 8–9 ISBN: 9781844196715
- Maths Age 9–10 ISBN: 9781844196722
- English Age 5–6 ISBN: 9781844196746
- English Age 6–7 ISBN: 9781844196753
- English Age 7–8 ISBN: 9781844196760
- English Age 8–9 ISBN: 9781844196777
- English Age 9–10 ISBN: 9781844196784
- English Age 10–11 ISBN: 9781844196791
Letts 11+

Letts 11+ Success Complete Revision
A simple five-step approach is used to systematically prepare children for the 11+ selection tests, allowing pupils to identify, target and build the specific skills they need to develop.
- Help to target areas for development, covering all key question types and formats
- Guidance on interview techniques and preparing for presentations
- Answers are clearly explained

Letts 11+ Success Practice Papers
Children can prepare for the 11+ selection test comprehensively using these practice papers. The papers mirror the real tests in both format and level and help children identify areas of weakness and strength.
- Practice tests mirror the real tests for focused preparation
- Practice material helps identify areas of weakness and strength
- Detailed parental notes are given to support preparation

Letts 11+ Success Assessment Papers
This structured series of papers helps build the key skills needed for SATs and 11+ selection tests. Children can gradually build necessary skills to ensure they are well prepared and confident when the time comes.
- Comprehensive and in-depth levelled assessment practice
- Ideal preparation for SATs
- Progress grid and pull-out answer booklet help children track their own progress

Letts 11+ Success Targeted Practice
This unique revision programme helps children to consolidate skills and focus their revision in the countdown to the 11+ selection tests. Straight-to-the-point revision material and progress tests to quickly build skills and maximise marks.

Letts 11+ Success 10-Minute Tests
Children can quickly check their progress and easily identify areas of strength and weakness using these 10-Minute Tests. Each one covers a different curriculum topic and includes suggestions on further revision to boost overall performance levels.

Price: £6.99
English ISBN: 9781844195459
Maths ISBN: 9781844195466
Verbal Reasoning ISBN: 9781844195480
Verbal Reasoning ISBN: 9781844195473

Price: £9.99
English ISBN: 9781844196203
Maths ISBN: 9781844196210
Verbal Reasoning ISBN: 9781844196227
NonVerbal Reasoning ISBN: 9781844196234

Price: £6.50
Maths 10–11 ISBN: 9781844196913
English 10–11 ISBN: 9781844196906

Price: £9.99
English ISBN: 9781844195497
Maths ISBN: 9781844195503
NonVerbal Reasoning ISBN: 9781844195510

Price: £6.50
Maths 7–8 ISBN: 9781844192410
(Maths 10–11 while stock lasts)
English 6–7 ISBN: 9781844196890
(Maths 10–11 while stock lasts)

Price: £6.50
Maths 7–8 ISBN: 9781844193424
Maths 8–9 ISBN: 9781844193424
(Maths 9–10 while stock lasts)

Price: £6.50
Maths 7–8 ISBN: 9781844192205
(Maths 8–9 while stock lasts)
(Maths 9–10 while stock lasts)

Price: £6.50
Maths 7–8 ISBN: 9781844193332
(Maths 8–9 while stock lasts)
(Maths 9–10 while stock lasts)

Price: £6.50
(Maths 7–8 while stock lasts)
(Maths 8–9 while stock lasts)
(Maths 9–10 while stock lasts)

Price: £6.50
(Maths 7–8 while stock lasts)
(Maths 8–9 while stock lasts)
(Maths 9–10 while stock lasts)

Price: £6.50
(Maths 7–8 while stock lasts)
(Maths 8–9 while stock lasts)
(Maths 9–10 while stock lasts)

Price: £6.50
(Maths 7–8 while stock lasts)
(Maths 8–9 while stock lasts)
(Maths 9–10 while stock lasts)

Price: £6.50
(Maths 7–8 while stock lasts)
(Maths 8–9 while stock lasts)
(Maths 9–10 while stock lasts)

Price: £6.50
(Maths 7–8 while stock lasts)
(Maths 8–9 while stock lasts)
(Maths 9–10 while stock lasts)
Letts KS3 Revision
This unique and innovative series supports all learning styles so that every student can achieve the best results. Whether you are a visual, auditory or kinaesthetic learner, these revision guides combine visual information with audio content and hands-on activities to ensure all learners can revise effectively.

Collins KS3 Revision
With clear and accessible explanations of all the essential KS3 content, this new series provides lots of practice opportunities for each topic. Based on new research that proves repeated practice is more effective than repeated study, it is guaranteed to help students achieve the best results.

There are clear and concise revision notes, plus multiple practice opportunities for every topic covered in the curriculum.
Letts GCSE Success Revision Guides
The high quality revision material given in this range of revision guides is suitable for all ability levels and exam boards. Practice questions ensure thorough exam preparation and examiner advice, hints and tips help students pick up all available marks and avoid common mistakes.

Letts GCSE Success Workbooks
The companion workbooks for the core subjects are closely matched to the revision guides, providing topic-by-topic practice material designed to test knowledge and understanding and provide invaluable exam practice.

Letts GCSE Study Guides
Students feel fully supported throughout the two years of GCSE with these complete study and revision guides. Each guide provides in-depth coverage of all the course content, plenty of practice questions, model answers with examiners’ comments and invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the exams.

GCSE in a Week Revision Guides
Get the best results in the shortest time using this timed revision programme. Based on intensive one-week courses, each book focuses on the core course topics to enable fast progression.

Letts Explore GCSE Text Guides
These handy literature guides provide a thorough analysis of key exam texts to help students prepare for English exams. Plot and structure as well as characters and themes are explored in detail to help students fully understand the text.
GCSE Revision Essentials

The GCSE Essentials range provides straight-to-the-point revision and practise for all the essential topics. Clear, concise and accessible, it covers everything students need to know for their exams – nothing more and nothing less!

- Clear, concise coverage of all the essential topics with simple and engaging explanations
- Quick tests for each topic to support active revision
- GCSE-style practice questions to test understanding and provide invaluable exam preparation

Collins GCSE Revision Essentials Study Skills is written by leading experts in study skills. This guide introduces students to powerful techniques to help organise, understand and memorise information more effectively. It helps students get the most out of their study and revision, ensuring that it is less stressful, more rewarding and much more productive.
Collins GCSE Revision

Collins GCSE Revision Guides are flexible revision resources, all course matched, so that students can revise effectively and perform at their best on the day.

- Clear and concise practice material to boost students’ confidence
- Tasks and questions help reinforce learning and practical understanding
- Clear guidance and support on grade improvement
- All-in-one revision and practice books offering excellent value-for-money to students

Exam Practice Workbooks

These exam practice workbooks can be used at home or in the classroom to provide excellent preparation for tests and exams.
Students feel fully supported throughout the A Level years with these complete study and revision guides. Each guide provides in-depth coverage of all the course content, plenty of practice questions and model answers with examiners’ comments and invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the exams.

- In-depth coverage of all the course content at A Level to build knowledge and understanding
- Frequent progress checks and practice questions for crucial exam practice
- Examiner’s hints and tips reveal how to achieve higher marks
William Collins’ dream of ‘knowledge for all’ began with the publication of his first book in 1819. A self-educated mill-worker, he founded a flourishing publishing house in Glasgow and went on to enrich the lives of millions through his publishing. Collins is now an imprint of HarperCollins UK. Whether you want to learn a language, get from A to B, or take up a new hobby from bird-watching to star-gazing, there is something for everyone.

John Bartholomew & Son Ltd., the prestigious Scottish mapping company was initially situated in Edinburgh. This is where the firm pioneered landmark achievements such as the first half-inch to one mile Reduced Ordnance Survey Maps of Scotland in 1875 and the Times Survey Atlas of the World in 1922, supplementing the first Times Atlas, which was first produced in 1895. The Bartholomews also produced extensive mapping in support of the military during the Second World War. In 1989, John Bartholomew & Son Ltd became part of the newly formed HarperCollins, and moved to its current location near Glasgow in 1995.

Letts joined HarperCollins in 2010. Already established publishers of curriculum-based revision and home learning resources for preschool, Primary and Secondary schools, children preparing for tests and students studying for GCSE and A Level exams, Letts products use accessible content and effective revision methods to ensure students of all ages achieve the best results.
Watch our heritage and dictionary videos on the CollinsDictionary.com channel on YouTube.
Watch our heritage and atlas videos on the Collins Maps channel on YouTube.

Find our Twitter and Facebook details at the front of the catalogue.

**Contact for UK Trade Customers:**
HarperCollins Publishers, Westerhill Road, Bishopbriggs, Glasgow, G64 2QT
e: uk.orders@harpercollins.co.uk
(if you already have an account with us)
e: quotes@harpercollins.co.uk
(if you would like to set up a new account with us)
t: 0844 576 8120 • f: 0844 576 8131

**Contact for Trade Customers outside of the UK:**
For trade customers outside the UK, contact your usual sales manager, or contact Rob Thompson, International Sales Director, Collins Learning – rob.thompson@harpercollins.co.uk

**If you would like to start working with us, please contact Rob Thompson, or contact us with your details:**
Collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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HarperCollins Publishers
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